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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, August 28, 1969

Seen&Heard Calloway County Residents
Receive High Pension Checks
Around
Murray

11

1

TY,

(Special to the Ledger & Times) years in the number and size
of these checks?
Based upon the latest officNEW YORK, - How large
A large live possum on Main are the Federal pension checks ial figures, released by the SoStreet just west of Art Lee's that are going to Calloway Co- cial Security Administration,
home.
unty residents, compared with there has been a marked change
those going to people in other in both directions.
Third oldest writes from Viet are•as?
Currently, the number of loNam that he has shaved off his
cal people receiving payments
mustache. What man at one How much of a change has each month is considerably
time or another, has not had there been in the Last few greater than three years ago.
the secret desire to grow a
'And, tlie report shows, these
mustache?
payments are at the average
rate of $868 per year in CalloW. did not have the opportunway County, which is more than
ity to see this mustache, howin most other areas.
ever we will wager that he
ELsewhere in the East South
looks better without it. Bob
Central States, the average is
Baer is one of the few people
$827 a year and, in the State
we have seen who could sport
of Kentucky, $854.
a mustache in a dashing manEntitled to receive such penWinners at the Kentucky
ner.
State Fair for personal entries sion checks, under the Social
have been announced as fol- Security program, are retired
If you get up early and walk lows:
or chsabled workers and their
outside, you can detect a tinge
Clothing: Apron, Jill Falwell, dependents.
of fall in the air. Hickory Nuts Kirksey, blue ribbon; skirt with
The amount that each penare about ready and Acorns are blouse brought, Janet Usrey, sioner or his family gets is in
getting fully grown. In fact the Kirksey, blue ribbon; skirt and proportion to his past earnings
Squirnels are already eating blouse, Alene Passhall, Hazel, and, consequently, to his conAcorns from the big Post Oak blue ribbon; play clothes, Bec- tributions to the
retirement
in the back yard.
ky Burchett, Kirksey, blue rib- fund during his working years.
The tact that the checks to
bon; mix and match, Becky
Golden Rod is in full flower Scull, Teen Club, blue ribbon; local beneficiaries are relatand the Chigger Weed has about advance dress, Jamey Scott, ively large indicates that, over
run its course.
Teen club, blue ribbon, tailor- the years, their incomes were
ed, Judy Kelso, Teen Club, blue better than average.
The Hibiscus only has one or ribbon.
The report shows that there
two buds remaining, then it
Foods: Janey Usrey, recipe were 4,091 residents of Callowill start downhill for the corn- box, Kirksey, red ribbon.
way County who were receiving winter. It will die down to
cord, ing pension checks as of the
Extension
Electric:
the ground and meditate thro- Barry Harrison, Kirksey, red beginning of this year. They
ughout the winter, then spring ribbon; table lamp, Phil Mc. collected a total of $3,552,000
forth once again next year to Callon, Kirksey, red ribbon; in 1968.
grace the south side of the Pin-up lamp, Owen Garrison,
An idea of how much the
house with its twelve foot stalks New Concord, white ribbon; benefits have been inreasing
bearing huge red blossoms.
utility lamp, Charles Scull, Ha- in the local area may be obtained from comparison with
zel, red ribbon.
The leaves of the Oaks and
the
figures released three years
BrelsEntomology: Robert
Hickorys are getting that par- ford, New Concord, red ribbon. ago.
ched look and the Black Gum
At that time, the number of
Woodwork:
Kim Puckett,
is "shot through" with sparks towel rack, New Concord, white local recipients was only 3,460,
of red as individual leaves beat ribbon; Jimmy Burkeen, New and the amount they received,
the season just a little by adopt- Concord, clothes hamper, blue $2524,000.
ing the crimson colo'r for fall. ribbon.
Further increases in both
Speeches: Kathy Stubblefield, benefits and taxes are expectThe Loblolly Pines continue to Teen Club, blue
ed, but not until next yeas*. The
ribbon.
asthey will up until the
Demonstrations: Sandra Stark, President has proposed a 7,moment. The Young Rink- Kirksey, Dairy Foods, red rib- cent rise in benefits, effective
Drys have completed their grow- bon; Steve McCuiston and Jim- in February, but Congress is
th for this year and are hardmy Burkeen, New Concord, opposed to consideration of it
ening up for the onslaught of
electrical, blue ribbon, and state at this time. Chairman Wilbur
winter.
Mills of the Ways and Means
winners.
Four-H'ers having their horses Committee wants to wait and
The Marigolds have become at the fair
are Debbie Kingins see what happens to the cost
"rank" and are covered with and
Shelia McCuiston of New of living in the next few monblooms which bend the plants Concord.
ths.
down to the ground, leaving big
We are proud of these 4-Hers
open spaces in the lush leaves and as
well as the rest of our
and branches.
4-H'ers in the county and hope
they will keep up the good work
A young Petunia, timorously this
coming year, Glen Sims,
sticks its pink blooms from be- area agent in
Family Day will be held at
youth, said.
hind the red Climbing Rose.
the Calloway County Country
Where it came from we don't
Club on Monday, September 1
know, but it is blooming just
A two ball foursome will be
the some.
featured in the morning and
all members wishing to play
The Periwinkles defy the sun
are asked to call 7534780, 753and bloom continuously. T h e
2870, or 753-9166 before Friseeds they drop are already five
day night.
inches out of the ground and
Open golf play and swimming
Several cases have been
will bloom before the summer heard in the Calloway County will be featured in the afterfinally dies.
Court of Judge Hall MoCuiston noon and a potluck supper will
during the past week. Records be served at seven p. m.
The berries on the Pyracan.tha show the following occurred:
The planning committee is
are turning a brilliant orange
Hazel Gallimare, Union City, composed of Mr. and Mrs. Henand the green berries on the Tenn., cold checking, fined $7.00 ry Holton, Mr. and Mrs. HarMahonia Holly pull the bran- costs $18.00.
old Hopper, Mr. and Mrs. Mauches of this beauty down to the
Ralph Hill, Almo Route One, rice H,umphreys, Mrs. Helen
ground.
cold checking, fined $10.00 costs Bennett, and Mrs. George Hart.
$25.00; Sheriff.
Ttie Azaleas continue to put out
Eddie D. Washam, Benton
new growth and hide their Route One, public drunkenness,
time for their mulch of peat fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
moss and rotten leaves which Police.
will aid them in meeting the
Gary J. Bond, Route Two,
The ladies day luncheon will
cold which is sure to come.
Green Acres Trailer Court,
Murray, driving while intoxi- be served at the Oaks Country
The Ione Summer Poinsettia cated, fined $100.00 costs $13.00, Club on Wednesday, September
3, at 12:15 p. m.
stands like a flaming sentinel driving while license revoked,
Reservations should be made
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
with Freda Butterworth, hos(Continued On Page Ten)
Police.
Donna Hill, Murray Route tess, 753-1293, or Effie Vaughn,
One, shooting with intent to cohostess, 753-3158, by Monkill, placed under bond of day.
Other hostesses are June
$500.00 awaiting action of SepMcLemore,
tember 1969 Grand Jury; Sher- Crider, Josephine
June Wilson, Kathryn Cain,
iff.
Jimmy Wheatley, Murray, Jane Boyd, Shirley Darnell,
Dorthea Fike, Lenore
nem,
recklessly
discharging
and
The third annual Labor Day fluorishing a deadly weapon, Cathryn Garrott, Gayneue WilMotorcycle Races will be held placed under bond of $250.00 liams, and Margaret Greenfield.
AK the Ken Lake Cycle Club on awaiting action of September
September 1, starting 1969 Grand Jury; Sheriff.
at 1:30 p.m.
Jerry Morehead, Metropolis,
The races will be held on Ill., speeding, fined $10.00 costs
August 25, 1969
L8cust Grove Road off High- $18.00; State Police.
way 121, Concord Road. Turn
James
Sturdivant,
Parts, Mr. James C. Williams
right off the highway to the Tenn., cold checking, fined Ledger and Times
Locust Grove Road and follow $10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff.
103 N. 4th Street
the signs.
Edward A. Taylor, Paducah, Murray, Kentucky
reckless driving, fined $10.00 Dear Mr. Williams,
costs $18.00; State Police.
Your kindness and thoughtfulness in printing our request
f.,r ne.p and aid to the disaster
SIX CITED
area of Mississippi is deeply
appreciated. Newspaper work
Gospel Singing will be held
Six persons were cited by the is very vital to our community.
at the Hardin Pentecostal Chur- Murray Police Department on and we see the value
especially
ch of God on Saturday, August Wednesday. They were one for
after last week. (We had an
30, at 7:30 p. m.
driving while intoxicate], one item that needed the attention
The Lebonaires and the ifar. for disregarding a stop sign, of
the community and you
:is Trio from St. Louis, Mo., one for no operator's license, brought
it to theA- attention.)
will be featured.
Improper registration, and no
It was most rewarding to see
Alt singers and listeners are city auto sticker, and three for
invited to attend.
(Continued On Page Ten)
no city auto stickers.

4-H Winners
Are Named
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Calloway Club To
Hold Family Day
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Cases Are Heard In
Calloway Court Of
Judge McCuiston

Ladies Luncheon At
Oaks On Wednesday

Motorcycle Races
Will Be Held Here
On Labor Day

i lynday,
16`

Gospel Singing To
Be Held Saturday

Letter To Editor

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 204

FOUR GRENADES ARE THROWN
INTO VIETNAM TOWN *,I1EETING
Register To
VotcNow

Viet Cong Terrorists Kill
24 Persons In Saigon Raid

The deadline for registering
to vote in the November 4th
By WALTER WHITEHEAD of the year and one of the worst
general election is Saturday,
SAIGON (ITPD - Viet Cong recorded in the war to date,"
September 6, according to Douguerrillas threw four grenades the U. S. Command said.
glas Shoemaker, Calloway Cointo
a town meeting, killing 24 Spokesmen said the new casunty Court Clerk.
Vietnamese civilians and wound- ualties figures brought to 38,Shoemaker has appealed to
ing 81 in the worst incident of 128 the number of Americans
the persons who are coming to
terrorism of the year, Allied killed in the Vietnam War sinregister or change their regismilitary spokesmen said today. ce Jan. 1, 1961.
tration to check with their
U. S. wounded this year toIn its weekly casualty report, taled 11,104.
Louis E. Hicks, Jr., son of neighbors to see what precinct
is
the
word
for
VEHEMENT
the U. S. Command said AmerLTC (Re.) and Mrs. Louis E. they vote in now.
In the Saigon River nine
The Clerk said if this infor- Defense Secretary Melvin
ican losses fell sharply last miles south of the capital, a
Hicks, Sr., of Route 5, Murray,
Laird
as
he
tells
the
Ameriweek but still were among the Viet Cong mine exploded at an
was graduated from Infantry mation is known, it will save a
Noncommissioned Officer Can- great deal of time for the per- can Legion in Atlanta. Ga., summer's heaviest because of oil storage dock, heavily damheavy fighting on the northern aging a Dutch tanker.
didate School at Ft. Benning, son registering or changing his that critics who urge more
defense .cuts "are urging a
coast. A total of 190 Americans
Georgia, and attained the rank precinct.
In the Mekong Delta, guerrilvery dangerous course."
died and 1,367 wounded.
Persons must come to the
of Sergeant on August 19, 1969.
las inflicted heavy casualties
Sergeant Hicks completed ba- office of the court clerk, locatAllied spokesmen said the on South Vietnamese troops in
sic training at Ft. Knox, Ken- ed on the first floor of the
grenade attack occurred at a the biggest battle reported in
tucky, and Advanced Individual Court House building, to revillage five miles northwest of Vietnam Wednesday.
Training at Ft. McClellan, Ala- gister.
The 400-pound mine blew up
Phu Cat, 260 miles northeast
Shoemaker said there are
bama. He is presently attached
50 feet from the bow of the
of Saigon Tuesday night.
to 102d NCOCS Co., 10th Can- over 13,000 registered voters
18,000-ton tanker Kenia. The
United Press lutereStlonal
A', hamlet meeting hall was vessel did not catch fire.
didate Be., Infantry NCOCS, in C..11oway County.
U. S.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the EIMMEMMEMENEMENEMIMI filled with villagers and govern- Army Military police had sightuntil October 1 when he will
ment
City
political
School.
of
workers.
The ed the mine hanging from the
Murray, has isuued a
enter Officer Candidate
Sergeant Hicks and his wife, proclamation that was publishWest Kentucky - Generally grenade explosions killed two ship's anchor chain in time to
Jeanne
Renee, ed in Wednesday's issue of the fair with little change in tern of the government workers and get the crew off the ship, dockthe former
Smith, of Louisville, now reside Ledger & Times proclaiming uerature through Friday. High 22 civilians and left 70 civilians ed at Nha Be, nine miles from
at 308F Sylvan Pines, Victory the week of September 1-6 as today and Friday in. the upper and 11 government men injur- Saigon.
"Voter Registration Week."
130s and low 90s and low to ed. The Viet Cong escaped.
Drive, Columbus, Georgia.
It was the second successful
"In terms of casualties, this Communist
night in the 60s. Southeasterly
attack on shipping
winds 4 to 8 miles per hour is the worst single terrorist act in South Vietnam in three days
today and Friday and generally
Tuesday, Viet Cong guerrillas
4 miles per hour or less to
fired two rocket-propelled grenight. Outlook for Saturday litnades at the Philippine cargo
tle change.
ship Lueon Y45 in the Mekong
Rev. Bryon Raines of Mem.
River, 95 miles southwest of
phis, Tenn., will be the speakSeveral persons were chargKentucky Lake, 7 a. m 355.9,
Saigon. Two crewmen we r e
er at the 9:30 morning services ed, entered pleas of guilty, and down 0.1; below dam 300.2.
killed and a third injured.
on Sunday at the Good Shep- were fined in the City Court of down 1.4, no gates open.
The battle in the delta 123
Esabelle Ray, a 1969 gradherd United Methodist Church- Olt/ Judge William H. (Jake)
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.8, uate of Murray High Sraissi. is miles southwest of Simian reThe guest minister is a re- Dunn luring the past week Re- down 0.1; below dam 306.4, one c,f seven fresi7men students sulted in 44 Viet Cong killed
tired Methodist preacher and cords show the following oc- down 0.3.
to be awarded a nursing schol- but left more than a third of
is formerly from this county. curred
Sunrise 6:24; sunset 7:31.
arship for the 1969-70 school a 100-man South Vietnamese
Everyone is invited to attend. E. B Evens, driving while inMoon rises 8:23 p.
year at Murray State Univer- company killed or wounded,
toxicated, fined $150.00 costs
military spokesmen said.
sity.
$4.50.
The fighting broke out when
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Johnson, disregarding
William Crawford Ray of 1200 the South Vietnamese regional
a stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
Main, Miss Ray will receive a force ran into the guerrillas
$4.50.
while on a combat sweep in
grant of $400 for the year.
T. L Hurt, driving while inprogram to replace Bac Lieu Province.
A
new
toxicated, amended to reckless
nursing educational opportuniThe last unit to leave VietBy United Press International driving, fined $100.00 costs
grants, the scholarships are nam under Nixon's initial withty
A federal official ordered a $4.50, and disorderly conduct,
funded entirely by the U. S. drawal was Marine Fighter Atstop to the airlifting of food to fined $15.00 costs $4.50, for a
Public Health Service and ad- tack Squadron 334. The 250
total
of
$124.00.
the hurricane-ravaged Gulf Costudent fi- men left Chu Lai, 335 miles
Shortly after midnight this ministered by the
E. B. Evans, driving while inast Wednesday. At the same
at Murray northeast of Saigon, to fly to
office
nancial
aid
time Mississippi and the Red toxicated, fined $200.00 costs morning a two car collision oc- State.
their new station at Iwakuni,
curred at North 12th and ChestCross appealed for food dona- $4.50.
coordinatMcDougal,
Johnny
Japan.
The last Army troops
the
according
to
nut
Streets,
J.
M.
Carter,
reckless
drivtions.
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. report filed by the investigat- or of student financial aid at left Wednesday from Bien Hon
George Hastings, head of fedJ. E. Erwin, improper regis- ing officers of the Murray Po- the university, said the schol- Air Base near Saigon. The 300
eral disaster relief efforts on tration of truck, fined $10.00 lice Department. No injuries arship program is offered as men of the U. S. 9th Infantry
an encouragement to high sho- Division went to Hawaii.
the Gulf Coast, said an adequate costs $4.50.
were reported.
ol graduates to enroll in the
supply of food and clothing
W. M. Laird, speeding, fined
In the heaviest fighting inCars involved were a 1965
has been stockpiled. But Mis- $15.00 costs $4.50.
(Continued On Pegs Ten)
volving American forces Wedtwo door hardtop
aissippi Gov. John Bell WilD. E. Gibson, public drunk- Plymouth
Harding,
nesday, three men of the U. S.
liams said there's "a desperate enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. driven by Betty Ann
1st Infantry Division were killPark,
Highland
Farris,
13314
need" for such items and the
J. W. Wilson, public drunk.
ed and two wounded in a batRed Cross issued a call for enness, given fifteen days in Mich., and a 1964 Ford converttle with Communist troops in
ible driven by Steven D. Binfood.
City Jail at hard labor.
a bunker complex 30 miles nordert, 303 South 13th Street,
R. T. Jeffrey, speeding, fined
thwest of Saigon.
Murray.
$15.00
costs
$4.50.
The contradiction over food
Military spokesmen said a reSaundra Edwards was the
J. E. Steffey, reckless driv-'Miss Harding told police that
apparently stemmed from wheconnaissance unit of the 1st
medalist
for
the
regular
ladies
ther the need was considered ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. she was going south on North
Infantry Division fought 13
Lonnie Tucker, public drunk- 12th Street when the red light day golf held at the Oaks Coun- Communist soldiers, killing one
in immediate or long range
try
Club
on
Wednesday.
enness, given fifteen days in turned too fast, she hit some
terms.
of them.
City Jail at hard labor.
loose gravel and could not stop,
In a delayed report, U. S.
C. R. Yeary, unnecessary according to the police report. Second low went to Virginia
"I don't think anyone is suffering from the lack of food," noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Bindert, going west on Chest- Jones, low putts to Marie Wea- spokesmen told of new incidents
Kenneth Bray, reckless driv- nut Street, told the police that ver, and blind hole on No. 7 to in the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)
said Hastings, an official of the
Ada Sue Roberts.
Tuesday and U. S. naval guns
Office of Emergency Prepared- ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
the light was green for him,
Prizes were also given to the offshore pounded the six-mileRubin
Maury,
no
have
a
operator's
ness. "They may not
the police report mid.
losers in match play who were wide strip Monday.
balanced diet, but they ean License, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Grace James, Essie Caldwell,
The attacks on the DMZ were
In G. Chrisman, reckless drivcertainly live."
Damage to the Harding car Mabel Rogers, and Jerri An- ordered after Communist
troing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
was on the left front fender derson.
ops fired on an American obD. M. Ries, illegal possession and to the Bindert car
on the
The Red Cross and Williams
Ellen Harrell was the golf servation aircraft, wounding a
right side.
took a different slant "Food
(Continued On Page Tim)
hostess.
spotter in the plane.
of all types is still needed-canwould
not
that
ned goods, stuff
spoil," a Red Cross spokesman
said. "You never know until
each night when they take
stock just how much food will
be needed."
The Arrow Patrol of Troop
The Red Cross announced 77 Boy Scouts completed a
Wednesday 153 persons had fourteen mile canoe trip on
been killed in the hurricane in Kentucky Lake the past weekMississipi and Louisiana, includ- end. The outing was the prize
ing 28 bodies as yet unidenti- awarded to the patrol for best
fied. The Red Cross said 4,500 attendance and best uniformed
persons had been injured and during the scouting year.
275 remain hospitalized.
The trip originated at the
Roy Scout Reservation and the
In Virginia the toll from hat partal worked its way to Colweek's landslides and flooding son's Hollow in the LBL area
stood at 84 known dead and 94 where camp was established.
still missing. The count in hard- Allan Lemons, Arrow patrol
est-hit Nelson County, Va., was leader, planned the fun outing
63 dead and 82 unaccounted for. and provided leadership for Alllen Cunningham. Steve _Porter,
Mitchell Cunningham, Lynn
NOW YOU KNOW
Rogers, Mike Burkeen, Rennie
Billington, and Brad Boone.
Troop 77 meets each Monday
The cheetah, sprint king of at 6:30 .p. m. in the basement
the animal world, is a member of the First Christian Church.
EYECATCHING, THESE PICKETS You can hardly see the gas mask for the mini-skirt Gn this
of the cat family but has the Boys interested in Scouting are
10-t in front of the Pentagon, Washington. The two are members of the Women's Innon -retractable claws of a dog. invited.
t• natiOnai League for Peace and Freedom, protesting against chemical welli,ons.
Louis E. Hicks, Jr.

Louis Hicks, Jr.
Graduate Infantry
Officers School

WEATHER REPORT

Persons Are Fined
In Murray Court
Judge Jake Dunn

Rev. Bryon Raines
Is Guest Preacher

Esabelle Ray Is
Awarded Nursing
Scholarship

/

Federal Official
Stops Shipments
Of Food To Coast

Two Car Collision
Occurs At N. 12th And Chestnut Street

Saundra Edwards Is
The Oaks Medalist

Troop 77 Arrow
Patrol Has Canoe
Trip On The Lake

THE LEDGER

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
interest of our readers.

Guest star
(UPI) ill ILLYWOOD
Barbara Rush, free of "Peyton
Place," will appear as an early
guest star in the new television
series "Medical Center."

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F.Yolles, M.D.
Director
NailOnal Institute
of Mental Health

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES
Eb
A complete line. America's quality-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
to 36,000 pounds.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Calloway County farmers who now do not have any large grain
storage facilities stand to gain several thousand dollars annually
on completion of Farmers Grain and Storage Company, Inc.
Shirley Florist has erected one of the most modern greenhouses in the state of Kentucky, according to Edgar Shirley,
owner of the firm.
Rev. Gilbert Perry, campus pastor of the First Christian
Church, was the speaker at the Murray Rotary Club meeting.
Miss Carolyn Wallis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gingles Wallis, was married to Carl Morris Stout, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl M. Stout, on August 26 at the First Methodist Church.
Lester Flatt , Earl Scruggs, and the Foggy Mountain Boys will
appear in person at the Varsity Theatre tonight.

70 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIKES FILE

Rev, John Ryberg, pastor of the Cherry Corner Baptist Church,
was re-elected to lead the Regional Baptist Training Union at the
two day meeting which just closed at the First Baptist Church
here.
Mrs. Emma Greene observed her 25th anniversary of her
telephone career in July. She has worked in a supervisory capacity for many years and has been chief operator since 1932.
"Swann's Grocery is adding black tile in front of their new
building", from the column, "Seen and Heard Around Murray".
Miss Janice Crawford has returned from Camp Deerwood,
Brevard, N. C., where she spent the summer as a counsellor.

These are some of the questions that the near future holds
in prospect for mental health
research. How widely and v.ell.
and with what resources, we
seek the answers is surely a
matter of mental health significance to each and all of us.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
If ye love me, keep my commandments. - John 14:15.
Our obedience to Christ's commands measures the sincerity
of our love.

CLASSIFIED ADS PAY
HOUSE PAINT SALE
MIRES T-308 LATEX

$5"per gal.
- 4 DAYS ONLY -

Sale Ends Saturday, Aug. 30

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar Streets

PILL NOT BITTER Dr. John
Adriani, 61, associate director of Charity Hospital in
New Orleans, ponders winding up without the job as
head of the Food and Drug
Administration's Bureau of
Medicine.
His anti-brand
name view on drugs, it seems,
is unacceptable to the pharmaceutical Industry: -I'm
not bitter at anyone.- he says.
-

Reds
With

OMARK
e
l

Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901/4792517

ROAD BUILDERS

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 East Calhoun Si -Memphis, Tennessee
hlighwoy 51, South-Unto. Ctty, Tennessee
Highway 45, South - Corinth, Missppi

sss...••••••••••..%•••••••••••

Bargains on Color TV
Only Three
1969 MODELS LEFT!
•

1970 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY

I

ONLY

Curtis-Mathes

OFFERS

THE II-YEAR PRO-RATE PICTURE
TUBE WARRANTY
• WE REPAIR ANY MAKE OR MODEL TV •

We Truly Appreciate Your Business

TV Service Center
ROADBLOCKS-- The flood in Virginia left this house right in the middle of State Route
6 _near Farber, washed there by raging_gove Creek, and-near.....Richmund the-James
River water is almost at the top-of the utility poles. It's Hurricane Camille's aftermath.'

National Safety Council Says
700 Will Die Over Holiday
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor

and weavers, And be ready at
all times to make allowances
anticipate- "honest'
for- and
driving errors by other drivers.
- Allow cars wiling onto the
highway in front of you ample
time and space to move into
the frow of traffic, Don't cut
across the white lines on
approach or exit lanes unless
they are free of cars.
- If you are driving long
distances, take a break every
two hours.
-Shift your position behind
the wheel from time to time so
as not to get too comfortable
and become drowsy.
- Keep the windshield and
other windows clean, Lower
your headlight beams when
approaching oncoming cars or
when catching up with one in
front.
- Don't exceed speed limits,
See you-on Tuesday?

NEW YORK (UPI)-Some.
thinglike 700 Americans who
could read this today won't be
around reading anything come
Tuesday. They'll be dead.
This is the projection of the
National Safety
Council in
Chicago which notes: 597 men,
women and children died on the
nation's highways during this
year's Memorial Day holiday,
and 609 died during the July 4th
weekend.
Most of the accidents are
attributed by the experts to
driver errors and carelessness,
If you are not a nut yourself
- and look out for the nuts who
never learn- you'll have a good
chance of coming home from
your weekend alive and in one
piece.
Have Car In Top Shape
First, of course, you will have
made sure your car is in top
shape before
setting out.
You'll have checked, or had a
mechanic check, your car's
brakes and the tires, including
the
spare, the
windshield
washers and wipers, headlights,
stop lights and tail lights, and ADULTS 9'7
NURSERY 4
the battery.
1969
You won't block your view AUGUST 25,
through the rear windowparticularly with golf clubs,
fishing rods, skis or similar
ADMISSIONS
objects
which can become
deadly projectiles if you have
Mrs. Una H. Wyatt, 503 North
to brake suddenly.
,5th, Murray; James L. Hargis,
You won't ride without the 1303 Overby St., Murray; Mrs
seat or chest belts fastened, II Hilda Faye Miller, 816 North
you have a baby riding in one 20th, Murray; Miss Ruby Turner,
of those detachable seats, you'll Rte. 3, Beane Effie Comm,Murrmake sure it is firmly fixed and ay; Mrs. Thelma E. Morrison,
won't tear loose on sudden Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Shirley J.
stops.
Freeman, Rte, 4, Benton; Mrs.
Irma P. Parker, 1113 College
Here are some other lifesav- Cts., Murray; Mrs. Maude K.
ing tips:
Whitis, Rte, 1, Almo; Mrs. Mau- Never stop suddenly on a de DePriest, 5636 Benton Rd.,
highway unless in an emergen- Paducah; Clarence Spann, 502
cy. If you miss your turnoff, it South 2nd, Murray; John Burton
is safer to continue to the next Trevathan, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
exit than to back up or cut Lola Grogan McKinney, 905 Syacross traffic. If you must stop, camore St., Murray; 'Baby Girl
get off the highway if possible. Ham, Rte, 1, Benton.
If you can't, open the hood and
trunk and set up flares a safe
DISMISSALS
distance away- never., -never
stand in the road behind your
Mrs. Carolyn Terrell, 409
car and try to wave off North 6th, Murray; Mrs. Mabel
oncoming drivers.
Gargus, Rte, 1, Almo; Voris RuLeave Plenty Of Space
ssell, Rte. 6, Murray, Mrs.
- Don't tailgate, particularly Emma H. Sholar, Rte. 1, Murray;
at high speed. Leave plenty of Mrs. Wilma Stephenson, 919
space between you anf the car North 18th, Murray; Mrs. Patty
ahead but without disrupting Knight & Baby Boy, Rte, 1, Harthe stream of traffic. Be doubly din; Mrs. Ora K. Mason, 321
cautious
during
the
early South 9th, Murray; Sam Brewer,
morning and late evening hours Rte, 2, Murray; Alvin C. Burton,
when mist or dew can make the Rte, 6, Murray; Dow Jones, Rte,
roads slick.
I, Lynn Grove; Ben Johnson,
- Yield.- don't fight road hogs 1001 Vine, Murray.
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ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Aug. 28,
the 240th thy of 1969 with 125 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter,
On this day in history:
In 1833 the British Parliament banned slavery throughout the empire.
In 1922 a New York realty
company paid $100 to sponsor
the first radio commercial
(Over WEAF).
In 1963 more than 200,000
demonstrators staged an orderly
civil rights march in
Washington, D.C.
In 1968 the Democratic Party
nominated Hubert Humphrey to
run for President as Chicago
police battled thousands of antiwar demonstrators.
--A thought for the day'
Theodore Roosevelt said, "The
first requisite of a good citizen
in this republic of ours is that
he shall be able and willing toi
pull his weight."
Comeback
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Cass
Daley and Gil Iamb will make a
comeback appearance in Hal
Wallis' "Norwood" which stars
Kim Darby and Glen Campbell.
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WINNING IS EVERYTHING'
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SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS ...
BEGIN SAVING WITH A 125 DEPOSIT!
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We have learned from studies
of the effects of overcrowding
on otherwise well-fed and
cared-for fati. Iris clear that
overcrowding-in and of itself
-is a major stress leading to a
variety of physical and social
disorders such as infant mortality, homosexuality, violent
aggressive and psychotic behavior as well as death.
Certainly, rats are not people.
But these research findings do
have implications and warnings
for humans. By the year 2000.
one-fourth of the world's population will be massed in cities
and urban complexes. What
will this mean in terms of values, family structure. jobs, politics, and other aspects of life?
What of privacy, group problem solving, and expressions of
aggression?
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1506
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y..
Stepheneon Bldg., Detroit, Mica
FUTURE HOLDS MANY
QUESTIONS FOR
linlered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
MENTAL HEALTH
Second Class Matter
RESEARCH
SUBEICLPTION RATES- By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $5.50;
Modern advances against
Zones 1 & 2. $13.00, Eloewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $41.00. mental illness in patient care
and treatment, in manpower
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
training, and in research have
Lute;ray of its Newspaper"
been extensive. Yet they come
at a point when our times seem
to be sharply changing and the
THURSDAY - AUGUST 28, 1969
scope of mental health problems is enlarging drastically.
WATCH FOR CHILDREN
Thus, it may well be asked.
"Where do we go from here?"
In some areas, the answers
HIS is the time of year, once again, when motorists should
are relatively simple. We anexercise more care than usual. Over four thousand Calloway ticipate, for example, that the
County children are in school again which means that the roads, number of patients residing in
hospitals
streets and highways will be crowded early in the morning, in State and local mental
will continue to decline
• the afternoon and during the lunch hour.
By the end of the 20th cenMurray and Calloway County has been fortunate in past tury, not far off now, we should
years with a 'minimum of accidents being recorded and we know have less than 50,000 such patients. Large residential mental
that the people of the city and county wish to keep it that way.
hospitals will not be needed.
The situation will become more complex with the reopening
There are other issues and
of the university next month and motorists will be called on to
directions, however, that are
exercise the best judgment they can muster in order that acci- not so neatly packaged. The
control of emotional disturbdents will be held to a minimum.
ances with drugs is still in its
The elementary school children
. are possibly the ones we scientific infancy. What will
must look out for the most, since judgment at that age is gener- drug research uncover in the
next generation?
ally not too keen.
What of the promises and
A group of children are walking along the sidewalk on Main
dangers of electrode implantaStreet when suddenly, without warning, one of them is shoved tion? Through such devices we
into the street. It is up to the motorist to anticipate such monkey can already stop bulls in full
charge, have cats cower in fear
business and be ready to stop.
of a tiny mouse. What are the
A small child steps from behind a telephone pole at a school prospects for emotional control? By brain stimulation or
crossing without looking either way. Again it is up to the motor- drug treatments will we erase
depression and calm mania?
ist to watch for such a situation and be ready to stop.
.
Motorists must obey the school stop signs, watch for the
There are other concerns,
equally compelling if not as
policeman's motion that all is clear for him to proceed, obey
dramatic. Consider, for examthe speed limits in school zones, and generally use great care ple the mental health implications of air and water polluilieli-iiiitieerei of any
--achool.
tion, of choked highways and
The automobile driver will lose only a little time by using
crowded cities, of lirtian sprawl
caution in school zones and the benefits will be great.
and sonic boom.
One child injured by an automobile or killed going to or
Faced with an expanding
population. %re must learn-and
from school by a motorist in a hurry, is too many.
we are learning-how to intervene at the places of stress and
the times of crisis.

NASA film
(UPI)
1101,1.YY.()OD
Columbia Pictures has assembled
13 111111 film footage of the Apollo
11 mission from NASA to IN
sold for home movie projection_
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Reds Stay 1- Game Behind SF
With 6-3 Win Over Chicago

THE LEDGER

scattered six hits while the
Reds handed Ken Holtman his
eighth loss against 15 victories.
The Cincinnati Reds won Jim Davenport's pinch hit
their third game in a row from bases-loaded single with one out
the Chicago Cubs, Eastern drove in the winning run as the
seventh
won their
Division leaders, with a 5-3 Giants
victory Wednesday afternoon as consecutive game.
Lee May and Alex Johnson
Willie McCovey hit his 41st
clubbed home runs. The victory homer and two singles to drive
four runs and Johnny
enabled the Reds to stay just 1,2 in
me behind the leading San Callison, with a double, triple
and home run accounted for
lirrancisco Giants.
In other action San Francisco four Phillies runs. Frank Linzy,
nipped Philadelphia, 8-7, in 10 11-6, picked up the victory in
Innings, Atlanta blanked Pit- relief.
Pail Niekro won his 18th
tsburgh. 1-0. Houston beat St.
Louis, 5-1, in 10 innings, New game of the season as he
'York defeated Sdil Diego, 4-1, limited the Pirates to six hits
and
Los
Angeles
downed adscored the only run of the
game himself. Niekro, 18-11,
Montreal, 7-3.
In the American League, New doubled to open the sixth inning
York beat Chicago, 6-3, Boston and Tony Gonzalez singled him
topped Kansas City, 4-3, Balti- in from third.
Double Highlights 10th
more defeated Seattle, 7-2,
Doug Rader's tie - breaking!,
California stopped Cleveland, 41, in 10 innings, Detroit blanked double highlighted a four-run
Oakland, 2-0, and Minnesota 10th-inning outburst off Bob
Gibson as Tom Griffin won his
topped Washington. 4-2.
ninth game against six setCloninger Now 9-14
Tony Cloninger, 9-14, with backs. Griffin worked the first
relief help from Clay Carroll nine innings allowing six hits.
Fred Gladding came on to
preserve the victory.
Bill Singer upped his record
Pats Must Build
to 16-8 as the Dodgers stayed in
Stadium Or Move
fourth place just one game
behind the Giants. Willie Davis
of the Dodgers ran his batting
streak to 24 games with three
BOSTON (UPI)- The Boston
hits off the Expos.
directors
Patriots Board of
Jerry Koosman pitched and
were to meet today to decide
whether the American Football batted the Mets to victory as
League team will i remain in the surging New Yorkers took
their 12th win in the last 13
Boston.
Patriots' President William outings. Koosman allowed a
Sullivan said Wecinesday he first-inning homer to 011ie
make "a' definitive Brown then pitched shutout ball
would
announcement" at 4:30 al- the rest of the way as the Mets
though it may not reflect a closed to within two games of
final decision on the club's the Cubs and matched the
division leaders in the loss
future.
The 15-member board, 10 of column at 52 games lost.
-them majority stockholders,
was scheuuied to meet at 2
p.m. EDT.
The Patriots play their home
games this year in the 24,000seat Alumni Field of Boston
College. The AFL has ordered
the team to have a 50,000-seat
stadium under construction by
1970 or move to a city that has
one. The Massachusetts Legislature defeated the most recent
stadium bill last week.
Sullivan said it would be
actically impossible financial- PHILADELPHIA (UPI)- The
y for the Patriots to build their dollar war was ended today and
own stadium.
rookie Leroy Keyes reported to
e Philadelphia Eagles training camp at Reading, Pa., to
study the play books and gird
himself physically for the
contact war.
By AL DALYX
UPI Sports Writer
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Keyes, the Eagles No. 1 draft
choice from Purdue, ended the
longest rookie holdout of 1969
Wednesday when he signed a
"compromise" contract which
might fatten his wallet by as
much as $200,000.
It was a three-year pact
which conceivably makes hiin
the highest paid player in
Eagles' history, a notation
which made front office heads
shake negatively when that
matter was mentioned.
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HIT THE BALL---FOR $50,000
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Casper Hopes To
Defend His Title

Ole Miss Is Pick
To Win SEC Title

WETHERSFIELD,
C o n n.
(UPI) - Defending champion
Billy Casper hopes to break his
personal victory drought and
gain a second Greater Hartford
Open title in the $100,000
aside from all the other plusses,
tournament scheduled to open
By DAVID MOF FIT
if a Poole has arrived, success
UPI Sports Writer
Friday.
won't be very far behind.
The
Bonita, Calif., pro
captured the $20,000 GHO first ATLANTA(UPI)- Mississipprize last year and is consi- pi's Johnny Vaught sets the re&
dered one of the favorites in ord for longevity among Souththe 72-hole test which concludes eastern Conference coaches as
Monday over the 6,568-yard par- he goes into his 23rd season at
71 Wethersfield Country Club the Rebels' helm. If last year's
course.
sophomores made his job enjoyA field of 144 players will able again, this seasonprospects
compete in the Labor Da; should really delight him.
weekend event, including Jack We don't want to put a hex
Nicklaus, Lee Trevino, Julius on the Rebels like we did to
Boros, Frank Beard and Dan Florida last year, but MississipSikes.
pi is the choice to win the SEC
By MIKE QUANE
Twenty-six of the entrants title.
UPI Sports Writer
qualified Monday with Jerry Vaught has won half a dozen
Abott of Tulsa, Okla., and conference titles but the last
Frank Robinson doesn't mind
Butch Baird of Galveston, Tex., one was in 1963. Now, the Rebleading the qualifiers with five- els look like the Rebels of old. being a cog in a well-oiled
under-par 67s.
Sixteen starters are among 43 machine, not when the machine
returning lettermen; junior Ar- is steamrolling over the rest of
chie Manning could be the the American League.
The Baltimore slugger hit his
league's best quarterback; senior Bo Bowen may be its best 29th homer in a 7-2 Baltimore
runner; and the Rebels have victory over Seattle Wednesday
another half, dozen bona fide night to help stop a four-game
candidates for all-star honors. Orioles' losing streak.
In other American League
Strong in Sophs
To top it off, Vaught has an- action, Detroit shst out OakRay Floyd, PGA
Tony Jacklin, British Open
other promising crop of sopho- land, 2-0, Minnescta bested
mores to provide the depth Washington, 4-2, Boston nipped
THESE ARE THE FOUR CHAMPIONS shooting for the $50,000 first prize in the eighth annual
which he insists was lacking at K _nsas City 4-3, California took
World Series of Golf at the 7180-yard, par 70 Firestone Country Club in Akron, Ohio.
times last season because of Cleveland 4-1, and New York
Sept. 6-7. It's a 36-hole contest, and worth $5,000 just to be last. Floyd holds the
defeated Chicago, 6-3.
injuries.
tournament record there- a 268 to win this year's American Golf Classic.
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI).In
the
National League,
sophomore
team
in
Mainly
a
The World Boxing Association
posted a 6-3-1 rec- Cincinnati took Chicago, 6-3,
'68,
Ole
Miss
standardized
adopted
a
has
whipped Virginia Tech San Francisco got by Philadelmembership payment plan de ord, then
Atlanta shut out
34-17
in
the
Liberty Bowl. The phia, 8-7,
signed to solve a !inane
Hous- Pittsburgh, 1-0, Houston defeatGeorgia,
losses
were
to
problem the organization h
ed St. Louis, 5-1, New York
tried to cope with for nearly 2 ton and Tennessee. The tie, a downed the San Diego Padres,
Misshocker
winless
was
with
years.
4-1, and Los Angeles thumped
WBA members passed th sissippi State.
Montreal, 7-3.
The
6
-foot-3,
200-pound
Mannew resolution at their ann
Allows Four Hits
convention here Tuesday befor ning-older, bigger and more
experiencedis
the
key
to
the
recessing to consider election o
Mike Cuellar allowed only
new officers scheduled for Rebels' offensive fortunes. Even four hits in chalking up his 18th
though
he
was
sidelined
three
today.
victory for Baltimore. Ellie
Steve Melnyk Flas
Miami Boxing Commissioner times by injuries last fall, he HHendricks added a solo homer
was
still
a
super
soph.
Al Sherman. who headed a
Lead In Amateur
to the 10-hit Oriole attack, while
tve-member. "blue ritinti com- Despite missing part or all of Tommy Davis accounted for all
ffiree
"
games,
Manning
pasSed
OAKMONT,
Pa. - (UPI)mittee" appointed Monday to
the Pilots' runs with a
Vinny Giles wanted to trade
look into "gross inequities" in and ran for 1,716 yards and 13
two-runhme.
touchdowns
and
was
named
conplaces with Steve Melnyk in the
the payment of membership
Mike Cilkenny fired a threeference
back
of
the
week
on
first round of the U.S. Amateur
dues, suggested that every
hitter and Mickey Stanley and
golf championship.
member
state and foreign three occasions.
MAYFIELD, Ky., Aug. 28 - er of the organization.
Tom Matchick provided runBowen,
light
as
fullbacks
go
be
meeting
will
business
A
Today, two strokes behind, The state's top marksmen will
country pay $100 annually in
at 190, was second last year on- producing singles in the Tigers'
noon Sunday to elect dues.
Giles got his wish,
compete in the Kentucky State held at 12
ly
to Georgia's Brune Kemp blanking of Oakland. Kilkenny
rew
officers.
The two-time runnerup had Skeet Championships this weekDelegates unanimously apWheeler, president of the host proved the motion with the among returning runners. Bo, evened his record at 4-4 with
an early starting time, before end at the Jackson Purchase
Jackson Purchase Club, has an- provision that a WBA member who gained 469 yards, teamed
the already-treacherous greens Gun Club.
nounced that a social hoitt and who does
at Oakmont Country Club were
not pay his fee with now-departed Steve Hind- the victory, while the A's Jim
Some 75-100 shooters from
(475) to account for 75 per 'Catfish" Hunter dropped to 9made more difficult by hun- Louisville, Fort Knox, Fort bullet dinner will be held for will lose-the right to vote in man
cent at the Rebels' running
dreds of cleat marks and loose Campbell, Ashland, Richmond, visiting shooters and their wives matters concerning internationgame last season.
Jim Perry hurled a fourat :he conclusion of the .410 and al boxing.
turf.
Backfield Changes
Mitieay, Paducah, Calvert City .28 gauge events on Saturday.
against Washington to
hitter
In the only other major
Melnyk, who benefitted from
Vaught, again counting on win his 16th game of the year
and Mayfield are expected to
at
welcome
be
will
Visitors
business
approved
by
delegates
that advantage Wednesday, was
compete in the two-day, four-gun
the club during the two-day from eight foreign countries Maiming's Ficses to provide the and move the Minnesota Twins
a late starter.
event.
shoot, with food and refresh- and 21 of the United States was major portion of the Ole Miss three games ahead of Oakland
"I was lucky," said Melnyk,
Firings begins early Saturday. ments available on the grounds. the motion to appoint a body to offense, has moved Leon Felts In the American League's
who shot a one-under-par 70.
tailback to re- NVestern
was
Division. It
The Jackson Purchase Gun investigate alleged voting ine- from wingback to
"It was real damp. The greens with the .410 and .28 gauge
events being shot on the • open- -Club is -located -between May- qualities within the worldwide place Hindman and put Buddy Perry's 10th victory in his last
weren't spiked up. It was easier
Jones on the flank.
11 decisions.
ing day. The .20 gauge and .12
field and Murray just off Ky.121 organization.
to putt."
extremely
being
Vaught
is
Syd O'Brien's Lases-loaded
Sher man's second motion,
Giles from Lynchburg, Va., gauge events will be shot on near Coldwater.
cautious. "The Southeastern single in the ninth inning drove
which
passed
without
opposiwho lost his tournament by a Sunday.
Conference is a rugged, bal- home George Scott with the
tion, calls for the president of
single stroke in 1967 and 1968,
anced football league and at winning run in the Red Sox'
winO'Donley,
Joe
Padue,ah's
the WBA to appoint a "body of
was tied for second place at 72
least six teams should be rated triumph over Kansas City,
world boxing association memwith Rick Jones of Worthington, ner of the all-round, .29 gauge OFFER CONTRACT
he said. "I can't see giving former reliever Vicente
the state
in
events
.410
and
bers which represent a good on a par,"
Ohio, who was an Army golfing
anyone going through unbeat- Romo his first complete game
on
cross
section
of
our
organizabuddy of U.S. Open champion shoot a year ago wilt be
VANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI)en.”
victory in the majors.
hand to defend his titles.
Orville Moody,
Leroy Keyes, an All-America tion" to work out an equitable
to
his
In
addition
Rebels,
Rico Helps Bosox
the
O'Donley recently won
In a five-way tie at 73, two
halfback from Purdue, has been voting solution.
Vaught lists, in alphabetical or-, Rico Petrocelli helped the
ad
has
Open
Purchase
Jackson
over par, were John Farquhar,
offered a "substantial" contract
der, Alabama, Auburn, Georgia, Bosox to an early 3-0 lead with
Amarillo, Tex.; John Govern, been established as one of the to join the British Columbia
LSU
and Tennessee as contend- his 31st homer, a two run blast
Binghamton, N.Y.; Jim Rheim, favorites in the weekend 400- Lions of the Canadian Football
t Kelley
ers-and Ole Miss plays all o in the secon
bird
event.
La Jolla, Calif.; Don Allen,
League, the club announced
Auburn.
withiPon in the
except
these
homered
Club officials estimate 10,000 Tuesday.
Rochester, N.Y. and Andy
The sophomore to keep an eye fifth and Jerry Adair added a
targets will be shot during the
North, Monona, Wis.
Keyes was drafted by the
on is an offensive end named solo shot in the ninth to knot
competition
and
Barely half the field- 76 of two days of
Philadelphia
Eagles
of the
Jim Poole Jr. - scion of Ole the contest.
150-were able to produce practice rounds.
National Football League but
Miss' most illustrious football Rick Reichardt's bases-loaded
addition
in
winners
1968
state
scores beneath 80 as Oakmont's
has had difficulty reaching a
triple in the 10th inning snapped
family.
6,670 yards proved a formidable to O'Donley were: .12 gauge, contract agreement with the
The way Rebel fans see it, a 1-1 tie to give California its
obstacle for the world finest Bill Ferguson, Paducah: .28 club.
victory over Cleveland, as Hoyt
amateur golfers.
gauge, Col. D. L. Cool. Fort
NEW YORK (UPI)-The New
Wilhelm picked up his fourth
Bruce Fleisher, the defending Knox; ladies, Mrs. Hilda Evans,
York Mets and Houston Astros,
win against seven losses in
champion, skidded to 78; four- Ashland; junior, Mark Castle,
the National League's first two scene switches to the home site relief. Jim Fregosi's homer in
time British amateur champion Richmond; senior, G. E. Ran- BOUTON TRADED
expansion teams, are partici- of the other club.
ninth off loser Sam
the
Mike Bonallack was at 77; 1968 dall, Louisville.
pants in a baseball ritual they
McDowell provided the Angels'
The two league presidents other run.
winner Gary Cowan had a 79;
Paducah shooters also won the
HOUSTON (UPI)-Jim Bou- waited seven long years to
and Andrew Brooks, top perfor- .12 gauge 2-man and 5-man ton, a former 21-game winner perform- that of printing tick- said that in the event of a tie at
Bobby Cox drove in the tiemer for Britain's Walker Cup events, and the .20 gauge 5-man with the New Yor.k Yankees, ets for a league championship the end of the regular season in breaking run for the Yankees
team, soared to 87.
any
division, a one-game with a fifth inning double, with
team event.
was acquired by the Houston series.
Tom Watson, an 18-year-old
playoff would be held to Mel Stottlemyre scattered sevCurtis Kazee, Jr., Ashland, is Astros from the Seattle Pilots
Stanford
University student president of the Kentucky Skeet Tuesday in exchange for relief
The Mets and Astros were determine the winner,
en Chicago hits to earn his 17th
In addition, they said a day victory. Bobby Murcer added
from Kansas City, scored a Shooting Association. Vice presi- pitcher Dooley Womack and among .10 major league (lithe
hole-in-one on the . 233-yard dents include Everett Wheeler, minor league pitcher Roy seven in the National and three off for travel after the second an insurance run with his 18th
League, game will be granted if there is homer in the eighth, as Gary
eighth hole, using a 3-iron. The Murray, western zone; Royce Harrison.
the American
in
ace helped Watson to a 74, Porter, Ashland, eastern zone;
Bouton appeared in 56 games granted permission Wednesday a time zone switch from Peters suffered his 13th defeat
where he was dead-locked with
and Eugene Wenz, Louisville, r the Pilots and had a 3.50 to print tickets for the first Eastern to Pacific times.
against eight victories.
six others.
Inter-division playoffs.
central zone W. 0. Mattingly, earned run average.
Baseball has officially named
PaduCah, is secretary-treasurthe playoffs the "league cham41111IMP. we,
ew -411111M. ewinwe
.
0111811111.
pionship series" in an attemp
to boost the prestige of th
games.

By ROBERT GORDON
DARLINGTON, S. C. (UPI)
Cale
Yarborough had just
rounded the track faster than
anyone else and won the pole
position for Monday's 20th annual Southern 500 stock car race,
but he really didn't want to talk
about all that.
The first year has a "no cut"
"Hey, fella, what I really
The efinal two years
clause.
need is a little publicity about
described by General
my houses," said the round- were
Manager Pete Retzlaff as a
faced Mercury driver. "Cale
player contract, that
standard
Yarborough Homes- build 'em
which permits trades or what
on an assembly line just like
you.
cars. That's how I can sell 'em have
The price was fixed for all
so cheap."
years, Retzlaff said.
Yarborouoh, who hails from three
Terms
naturally were not
just a few miles down south of
disclosed, but Retsdaff said the
here at Timmonsville, has insalary was "large."
tested his racetrack winnings
Both he and Keyes described
into a half-dozen business venthe pact as a compromise, and
tures that have made him welleach said he was "happy" the
to-do, and possibly wealthy.
reached. Keyes
If Yarborough runs Monday ,agreement was
reportedly
was
asking
$275.000
Wednesday,
he
on
like he did
and the Eagles were
can likely open another house to sign
offering $175,000.
factory, a few more dry cleanThe compromise obviously
jump
into
ing establishments or
somewhere in between.
was
something new.
Yarborough, complaining of a
slick track that made his car
sivel down the final straight
and nudge the wall just after
passing the finish line, set a
()record qualifying speed for the
500 of 151.985 miles per hour.
National league
American Lamm
This was seven m.p.h. higher
East
Rost
than the old record he shares
W
W
L
Pct. OS
L
Pct. OS
Baltimore
41
52
.600
41
71
.612 —
with Charlie Glotzbach, but shy Chicago
Detroit
52 .544
73
73
54 .575
11
New York
7/
1
2 Boston
70
59 .543
of the 152.293 m.p.h. mark he St Louis
64
59
_535 19
1
61
sit .313
Washington
64
44
.301
Pittsburgh
72,S
400
in
May,
set for the Rebel
74 .413 24
New York
63
Philadelphia
52
43 .411 21,1
90 .302 31ii
39
Cleveland
54
76 .415 34,.`t
just after the Darlington track Montreal
West
West
was resurfaced.
71
57 .555 —
77
51
Minnesota
.602 —
S Francisco
69
56 .552
Oakland
73
53 .579
3
Buddy Baker of Charlotte, Cincinnati
72
59 .550
15
California
53
Atlanta
71 .427 22
II', Kansas City
N. C., grabbed the outside pole
61
57 .SAA
Si
75 .405 23
Los Angeles
3
61
60 .531
Seattle
49
71 .389 27
Houston
in a Dodge with a run of San
37
tl
719 34
Chicago
49
7$ .366 271/1
Diego
Yesterday's Results
151.380. Donnie Allison of HueyYesterday's Results
at Los Ange,es
Montreal
town, Ala., was third in a Ford
Minnesota
4,, Washington
7
at San Diego
New York
Philadlphla
7
California
4, Cleveland
1
YarS.
Francisco
S
at 151.177 and Lee Roy
(10 innings)
(10 innings)
brough of Columbia fourth in a
1
0
6, Chicago
New York
Atlanta
1, Pittsburgh
4, Kansas City 3
3
6, Chicago
Boston
Cincinnati
Ford at 151.062.
o
Detroit
2, Oakland
Houston
S. St Louis
2
Others were David Pearson of
7, Seattle
Baltimore
(10 Innings)
Today's Oareits
Spartanburg in a Ford at 150.Today's Games
Atlanta (Miser° 1741) at Pittsburgh
Seattle (Talbot 5-01 at Baltimore (Pal
(glass 13-71, night
,620; Ford driver Richard Petty
Cincinnati (Farhat) 2-4) at Chicago (Jen. Wier 13-2), night
of Randleman, N. C., al 150.506; kins 17.11)
Oakland (Dobson 14401 at Detroit (Lot
Houston (Wilson 16-4) at St. Louis lets 16-75 night
Glotzbach of Georgetown, Ind., (Carlton
15-71, night
Kansas City (Sunkir 510) at Boston
Montreal (Stoneman 815) at Lae An- (Culp 17-115
in a Dodge at 149.447, and RichOnly Games Scheduled
(Bunning 11.91, night
•
ard Brickhouse of Rorky.Point, getm
Philadelphia (Champion 4-6) at San
(Bryant
211
Francisco
Dodge
at
147.748.
a
N. C. in
octioduted

411/
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Robinson Is
Cog In WellOiled Machine

WBA Adopts
Standardized
Payment Plan

Shooters Set For
State Skeet Meet

TEN CLUBS GET
OK ON TICKETS

p

Representatives of the 10
clubs met in the offices of
baseball commissioner Bowie
Kuhn to map plans for the postseason playoffs scheduled to
open Saturday, Oct. 4.
Chicago, Cincinnati, Atlanta,
Los Angeles and San Francisco
were also directed by NL
President Warren Giles to print
tickets for the playoffs.
Joe Cronin, president of the
American League, said Baltimore, Minnesota, and Oakland
could order their tickets.
Kuhn said the American
championship series
League's
as
hitalks
with
$30,000 WINNER tom Shaw looks happy
in the city of th
open
will
Arnold Palmer after winning the 130,000 top prize in the
Division winner while
Eastern
had
been
Palmer
said
he
Classic
Mass.
in
Sutton,
Avco Golf
the National League starts its
approached about running for, governor at Pennsylvania
series at. the home of th
he lives in Latrobe- on the Republican ticket; but "at the
Western Division titleholder
present time I .have no intentioa"-of runniinglfor anything...
After the first two games, th
He's not of golf lit present due to it hip named.

.immerawresaymodft.

I OPEN -LABOR DAY

i

Specials!! One Day Only!!
60 INCH

I

Reg $4

DACRON KNITS
*

SPECIAL

Now 4.98
*

45-IN. SILK & WORSTED
PRINTED MATERIALS
Reg. 2.98 - Now Only 98t
AND MANY MORE SPECIALS

Nesbitt's Fabric Shop
4 Miles South of Murray - Highway 641
Phone 42-l211
11NORM.
.
1111111111..
818. 4111111110..
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SociatSebte,

Miss Linda Ruth Bennett Becomes Bride
Of Pvt. David Lee Belcher In Ceremony
Solemnized At Kirksey Baptist Church

Thursday, August 2111
Woodmen Grove 126 will meet
at the home of Mrs. Hazel Tutt
at 6:30 p. m.
•• •
The newly organized Young
a Democrats Club will meet at
the Triangle Inn at eight p. m.
Everyone between the ages of
16 and 35 is invited to attend.
•••
Friday, August 29
A shower will be held for
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Thorn and
their three months old infant
girl at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Miller, Irvin Cobb
Road, at 7:30 p. m. The Thorns
lost their home and contents
by fire on August 14. For information call 436-5651 or 43623a8.
•••
Sunday, August 31
The old Calloway County
Court House will be open from
two to five p. m.
•••
Monday, September 1
The Coldwater United Methodist Church WSCS is scheduled to meet at the church at
7:30 p. m.
•• •
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Myrtle J. Wall at 7:15 p. m.
•• •
Tuesday, September 2
The Lottie Moon Circle of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
A. W. Russell at 7:30 p. m. Note
change in date.
•••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p. m. An initiation
will be held.
•••

Miss Janice Conley and Pat
Wilson were honored with a household shower held on Tuesday,
August 19, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening at the Good Shepherd United Methodist Church
social hall.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Libby Mahan, Mrs. Alice Knight, and Mrs.
Bennye
lit= Cooley eras attractive
In a blue two piece dress as she
and Mr. Wilson occupied the
seats next to the gift table. Miss
Marsha Conley kept the register.
Three games were played with
the recipients of the prizes being
Guy Wilson, Mrs. Maggie Culpepper, and Mrs. Ruth Wilson.
The gift table was covered with
a tangerine cloth centered with a
bride doll and ribbons. White
streamers hung
crepe paper
from the ceiling and a huge
white paper bell hung from the
ceiling.
The serving tar contained an
assortment of cookies, andwedding cake topped by small bride
and groom statuette, and lime
punch.
Approximately nine persons
were present or sent gifts.

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Sherrill Hicks
and Mr. and Mrs. John D. Waynick of Murray have been vacationing in Florida. Points of interest were St. Augustine, Marineland, Orlando, Daytona Beach.
They were joined in Daytona
Beach by Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Wilson and son, Mike, and Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Jerry Lee and
daughter, Angie, who had spent
the previous week in Panama
City, and Clearwater, Florida.

Miss Theresa Carson of Murray has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. Sarah Irene Bray of Murray has been a patient at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

.

Mrs. W. A. Farmer was the
leader for the program on "Transplanted Disciples" presented
at the meeting of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church held on
Wednesday, August 20, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the church.
Others assisting in the presentation of the program were
Mrs. Glen Hale, Mrs. Walton
Fulkerson, and Mrs. Marie Shekell.
Mrs. George Cossey gave the
call to prayer reading Psalms
96:143, Mrs. Rupert Emerson
led in prayer.
Also present were Mrs. Charles Burkeen, Mrs. Earl Lee,
Mrs, Luther Hendon, Mrs. Floy
Caldwell, Mrs. Wilbur Weston,
and Mrs. Keys Keel.

tobt

Pvt. and Mrs. David Lee Belcher

Bride's Dress

Big spender
- on the level?

The bride, given in marriage
by her eldest brother, Finise
Leroy Bennett, was lovely in the
traditional wedding dress of her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Leroy Bennett. The floor length A-line gown
was of peau de soie and the empire style sleeveless gown had a
sweetheart neckline. Her jacket
and train were of Chantilly lace.

Mother's Dresses
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Bennett wore a blue knit
dress with black accessories.
Her corsage was of white carnations.
Mrs. Belcher, mother of the
groom, wore a beige knit A-line
dress with black accessaries.
Her corsage was also of white
carnations.
Miss Kay Adams presided at
the register.
Following the ceremony the
couple left for a short honeymoon to Paducah. The bride chose as her going away costume
a white pique A-line dress trimmed in navy with navy accessories.
Her corsaae was of white carnations.

Has Joined

! WALLIS DRUG PHARMACY
I and invites his friends to call
on him there.

Jimmy is a graduate of the University of Ten
Inor nessee College of Pharmacy with over ten years of
experience
Jimmy says, "I will appreciate your business
here at Wallis Drug Come in to see me."

phon.,531,72
Drug
North Side of Square
aulune ..asuga.

131RTHS
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas
Phelps, 9111 Pine Lake Drive,
Louisville, are the parents of a
girl, Laurie Ann, weighing seven
pounds eight ounces, born onSaturday, August 23, at the Norton
Infirmary, Louisville.
They have two other children,
Sandra Denise, ige 17, and Terry
Bryan, age 12.
Grandparents are -Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Phelps and Mr. and Mrs.
Golden Ragsdale, all of Murray
Route Six. The new baby was
born on the 66th birthday of her
Grandfather Phelps.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a waitress in a very nice restaurant
which is located on an interstate highway. It's one of a
well-known chain. I greet everyone with a smile and try to
give good service. Sometimes I exchange chit chat with my
customers, but I never get overly familiar. I am happily
married and have four children.
About three months ago a man came in alone and I
served him. I don't know %Oahe is or where he's from. We
was well-dressed and well mannered He didn't talk much but
he did tell me about his grandchildren. I also told him about
my family. I showed no more interest in him than any other
customer and he never made a pass at me.
About three weeks later this man came in again and sat
in my section. I remembered him, greeted him cheerfully
and served him. When he left he gave me a hundred-dollar
bill for a tip. I was flabbergasted! I really tried to give it
back but he wouldn't take it
About three weeks later he came in again, and the same
thing happened. After it happened a third time I took the
three one-hundred-dollar bills down to the bank to find out if
maybe they were counterfeit They were real and legitimate.
I haven't spent any of if. I'm afraid if I do, he might turn
out to be some kind of eccentric and his family might
demand the money back. He seems perfectly sane and
normal to me, but I wonder now just what I should do?
PERPLEXED WAITRESS

Volum

Twin boys were born to Mr.
Miss Linda Kay Harris, dau- arid Mrs, Jack Starks of Hazel
ghter of Mr. arid Mrs. Marvin on Sunday, August 10, at the HenHarris, 1640 Olive, and Larry ry County General Hospital,ParLee Giimore, son of Mr. and is, Tenn.
Mrs. Don Gilmore, 122 LakeThe baby boys weighed six
side Drive, Paducah, have compounds seven ounces each and
plans.
wedding
pleted their
have been named Terry Don and
The ceremony will be solemJerry Wayne. The father is a
nized at the First Baptist Churworking with James Sych, Murray, on August 30 at plumber
kes.
seven o'clock in the evening.
Their other children are HowBro. H. C. Chiles and Bro. Harell, age sixteen, Eddie, age fourTennesGallatin,
Allen
of
old
Plans have been completed
see, formerly of Paducah, will teen, George Ann, age eleven
by Miss Patricia Anne Doran,
Roger and Renee, age nine, and
officiate.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Har- The organist will be Mrs. Christopher Lee, age sixteen
old Glenn Doran, for he wed- John I3owker and the soloist nths.
ding to James Gardner Weather- will be Miss Treva Everly, of
Mr. and Mrs. George Starks
ly, son of Mr and Mrs. James Rockport.
are the paternal grandparents.
R. Weatherly.
The bride-elect, who will be
The ceremony will be per- given in marriage by her faformed on Saturday, August ther, has chosen Miss Barbara
Every traveler should make
30, at four-thirty o'clock in the Brown as her maid of honor
lists. The first should
two
United
First
afternoon at the
Miss Rita include your itinerary and
be
will
Bridesmaids
Methodist Church with Dr. SamHarris, sister of the bride-elect, projected activities; the second,
uel R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
Miss Rita Ryan, and Miss Me- what costumes to take. Include
music
nuptial
of
program
A
lissa Trevathan. Her flower girl hose, jewelry and lingerie on the
Lan
Mrs.
will be presented by
will be Miss Susan Gilmore of
rie Clark, organist, and Mrs. Owensboro, neice of the groom- second list. Then start paring the
second list down so that the
Robert Baer, soloist.
elect.
largest number of costumes can
To be given in marriage by
The best man will be Mike be arranged from the smallest
her father, the bride-elect has Greer of
Vandalia,
Ohio. number of items.
chosen her sister, Miss Glenda Groomsman
and ushers will be
and
honor,
of
Doran as maid
Don Gihnore of Owensboro,
another sister, Miss Mary Alice Dan
Gilmore of Paducah, both
Doran as junior bridesmaid.
blathers of the groom-elect,
The bridesmaids will be Miss
and Jerry Don Culpepper, of
Vicki Spiceland and Mrs. Keith
Murray, cousin of the brideHinton of Murray and Miss Ann elect.
Huddleston of Cookeville, Tenn.
All relatives and friends of
Lloyd Weatherly will serve
the couple are invited to the
as best man for his brother. wedding
and reception to folThe groomsmen will be Alan
low in the church fellowship
Weatherly, brother of the
hall.
groom-elect, Harald Doran, bro•••
ther of the bride-elect, both of
Murray, Cliff Thomas and Bobby Lawson, both of Columbia,
Tenn.
When shoes get high on heels,
The ushers will be Mike Fort
and John Kirk of Columbia, the whole fashion picture
Tenn., Steve Wart of Frank- changes. So does a lady's stance,
lin, Tenn., Donald Orr of At- and the way she walks.
lanta, Go., and Joe Pat Hughes
Watch, then, for the new fall
of Caldwater.
shoes. The National Footwear
Following the ceremony a re- Institute reports that the higher
cuperation will be held at the
heel is in solid. It has reached a
Your Welcome Wagon
Calloway County Country Club.
of design excellence,
No local invitations have new high
hostess has gifts and
sturdy and
been sent and all friends and with shapes that are
helpful information
the
Even
at
military-straight.
relatives are invited to attend.
for you.
high of two-and-a-half inches,
•••
these are architectural heels,
Some consumers complain heels a shoe can lean on.
Coll her at
that the eggs in their frying pan
753-2378
Phone
Because of the great variety
do not cover as large an area as
wardiobe
lengths,
a
hemline
of
they once did. Egg sizes haven't
changed. Weight classifications of heel heights is essential. There
and
have been the same since 1930. are wafers and inch-highs
highest. While
But quality has improved. A so on up to the
high quality egg, according to straight is also the favorite exones,
authorities, covers a small area. pression in these lower
The thick white is large in shapes can be curvy or grooved
or faceted. And watch for the
volume and stands high and firm
stacked heel to rise again.
around the yolk.
1

GOING UP!

WHETHER YOU'VE
MOVED ACROSS
THE GLOBE...
or across town...

Linda Adams

B. N. LeDuke &

Son, ITAL
CT)°"
ESTATE BROKERS

INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS TO ANOTHER

PUBLIC SALE
OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
-

DEAR PERPLEXED: If you haven't already told your
husband, tell him. You are wise to save the money for the
time being in case The Last of the Big-Time Spenders turns
out to be a disturbed or shady character. Maybe he is on the
level, but Um suspicious. It's a little early for Santa Claus.
DEAR ABBY: I have a wonderful husband and children,
too, but don't use my name as this is a small town and I'm
known here.
I love my husband and he loves me. So what's my
problem? My husband's brother I feel strongly attracted to
him, and it is so frustrating because we are around each
other a lot. I know that he feels a strong attraction for me,
too. He is also married, and has a family, but you can't
change what you feel, can you? I wouldn't want to jeopardize
my own marriage, or his either, but I sometimes feel that if
I don't get this guy alone just once I am going to jump out of
my skin. It's getting worse all the time. How can I control it?
Or should I make the first move and get it over with? He
wouldn't be hard to get.
* ATTRACTED
DEAR ATTRACTED: Sublimate! By that I mean keep
busy. think of something else, and keep your mind off this
man. You're undoubtedly "flirting" with hiln, and he's
responding. CUT IT OUT! It's marital suicide.
DEAR ABBY: Please let a secretary answer GEMINI
from a secretary's point of view: No marriage is threatened
by a married man buying his secretary dinner when she
works late to express appreciation for extra work or a job
well done.
You told the wife if the boss wants to show
"appreciation," he should try money- and for the most part,
I agree. But let me assure you that no amount of money paid
by a corporation—not the boss—makes up for the
inconvenience of an interrupted week-end, a 100-mile drive,
working in a cold office because over the week-end the I.eat
is turned off, typing for several hours, and missing dinner
because the boss' insecure wife feels her marriage would be
threatened if her husband took his secretary to dinner. I can
assure all wives that after such a grueling work session, no
secretary could possibly entertain any "ideas" about her
boss. All the secretary would like is a nice warm meal and a
kind "thank you" — little to ask in return for her
inconvenience. WELL PAID EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ALIVE AND WELL": You may
be "alive." but in my opinion, you are far from "well,"
Your "honest" approach to the necessity for extra-marital
relations in order to satisfy man's land woman's) urge for
variety will eventually destroy the "deep love" you claim
to have for one another.
•

•
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Mrs. W. A. Farmer Plans Completed By
Is Profram Leader Patricia Doran
For Her Wedding

'Dean.
scallThe Kirksey Baptist Church The jacket featured a high
bell sleevwas the setting for the impress-oped neckline and long
train was
rye double ring ceremony of theles• The chapel length
of the waist
marriage of Miss Linda Ruth Be- attached at the back
gown and was also edged
nnett and Pvt. David Lee Belcher!of
lace.
scalloped
in
of the Marine Corps.
tiered
The bride is the daughter of Her bridal veil was two
imof
length
shoulder
bouffant
Mrs. Moline Bennett of Hazel
attached
illusion
French
ported
and the late Jessie Bennett. The
with
groom is the son of Mr.andMrs. to a halo ring and accented
a bridcarried
bride
The
pearls.
Urban Belcher of Benton Route
al bouquet of daisies with white
Three.
knots.
Bro. Gerald S. Owens, pastor streamers tied in love
Bennett served
Brenda
Miss
of the Sugar Creek Baptist Churmaid of honor.
ch, performed the ceremony on her sister as
length gown
She
floor
a
wore
Tuesday, July 8, at seven-thirty
voile, fashioned
yellow
pale
of
o'clock in the evening.
neckline and emThe vows were exchanged be- with an oval
simple A-line
The
bodice.
pire
fore an arch entwined with an
length bow attartificial garland of stephanotis skirt had a floor
the empire
flanked by arrangements of glap- ached to the back of
waist.
ioli. The family pews weremarked with large vrhite bowsoUtpidal Her headpiece was a pouff
nose veil of silk illusion that
satin.
The nuptial music was present- was attached to a single pale
ed by Mrs. Thyra Crawford, yellow rose. She wore gloves
organist, and Miss Sherry Math- and shoes of matching color.
is, vocalist. Miss Mathis' sele- She carried a single mint green
ctions were "If I Could Tell mum with a long velvet stem
You" and "Whither Thou Goe- and leaves.
Roger Joseph served as best
st". The
traditional wedding
marches were played for the man. The ushers were Brent
processional and the recession- Bennett, brother of the bride,
and Danny Belcher, brother of
al.
the groom.

Harris & Gallim ore
Wedding Plans
Are Now Complete

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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JIMMY FORD
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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JIMMY FORD

I

—

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

The bride is a 1967 graauate
of Calloway County High School.
She attended Murray State University for two years and is a
member of the Alpha Delta. Pi
social sorority. Mr. Belcher is
also a 1967 graduate of Calloway
County High School and attended Murray State University.
Pvt. and Mrs. Belcher are now
in Brunswick, Ga., where he is
stationed at Glynco Military Base.
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Household Shower
Held At Social
Hall For Couple
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660
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ACRE FARM

660

Located 4 miles west of Paducah, Kentucky, on Highway No.
62. Has 1/2-mile frontage on this highway.

Tuesday, September 2, 1969
REASON FOR SELLING — OTHER BUSINESS INTERESTS AT NEWBERN, TENNESSEE
This flu* farm, consisting of 660 acres. located on Highway No.62.four miles west of Paducah. Ky.,
has 1/2-milii frontage on this highway with os choice building sites as you can find anywhere. The form
has 90% cleared lend, practically all fenced with much under now fence.
a the mlivartages of Pedocals. Ey- sech es floe
Ile Mem b deueimety M cam soya beam end dememeset imams
areas I If
=ft lamp sleds poid I. omply al 'masonry water for e= memo*
of We sloth yea swish P. pewebsca.
Tlse loran hes Mr= Zdtery Mom sarreamdeel by boodifel shade
Imes. lovely Mem. shrubs med flowers. ferail =a bar= tool =eds.
▪ mecemary eatballdlogs end 1 few MOH% term beam,
located
off Klaberey 62 — Per messy& back off laybrowy to eat=
Me peace Ma gaffs of suburbs= Ryles yet clam =es* to hem

yee can't lied * la Paducah, Ky., yew prebablyh=
'
awed Ill,
sr-lseels. colloyea, deem Madly banks, beepihnds, airport. lewd nears
Issei fee di form products. old IS. church al year choice. We feel
sem yes will ma= owning dais Am lone and helm. moor Pedeceb.
=mad of wearing eut yew enseideuret d tad= chances et seek=
accideats Isehm from farm P. farm. ear, set porch... 640 owes. ell
I. one block, where yew don't bore to cress thr Cody to farm It al?

HERE IS A FARM BIG ENOUGH AND GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU TO GET THE JOB DONE, WITH
PLENTY ACRES FOR ALL TYPE LIVE STOCK PRODUCTION AND PLENTY ACRES LEFT FOR YOUR
ROW CROP FARMING.
Tee sned year Mao= or. cordially ispeltoil to tom* mad Meh ever 144. Am Ilene myth= Went day of milt Fee may
hiermetiese
please come= Mr. A. w. toddy, Jr or Mr. Mlbe Mefbeersla. averams, phases officer 627-3201/. or Mem 627-3511, Newborn, Tem.. or II. N. LeCM= and Sea. Aredlesserom sod Reel Estate brelsers, =am 253-6524 sar 253-7646. rdeesreille, To....

This fine farm, located 4 miles west of Paducah, Ky., 2 miles from big airport east side of farm
across black fop highway from country club tied golf course, less than 1 1'1 miles from new Interstate Highway No. 24 (under construction). Location represents a motor portion of the value of
your Reel Estate. Could you potsibly locate as fine a farm as this one, any better?
MR. INVESTOR — You can cut the cost of this fine 660 acre farm by selling a few acres off the
Highway 62 frontage. Stop and Blink what a differenc• this will make!
THE FINE LAND IS HERE — THE TIME IS NOW — THE OPPORTUNITY IS YOURS!

A. W. Roddy, Jr., and Mike Mojkowski, owners
Newbern,T
.....see

B. N. LeDuke & Son,

AUCTIONEERS and
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
TIPTONYILLE, TENNESSEE — "Our Service Doesn't Cost — It Pays"
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?AGE FIVE

NEW NBC TV SHOWS BEGINNING THIS FALL

Travel
Briefs

THIS FALL'S NEW SHOWS ON ABC TV

born to Mr.
rks of Hazel
I, at the Henlospital, Par.

"THE BOLD ONES"
441

London crowded

LONDON (UP!)

The
Board has
appealed to suburban hotel
keepers and private home
owners to provide rooms and
beds for the summer tourist
influx which has filled London's
hotels.
The board described the city
hotel situation as "an
emergency." Board general
manager Howard Williams said
the tourist trek to London has
grown by 26 per cent this year
with a 150 per cent increase in
demand for hotel space.
London
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102.a.
y Durante Presents the Lennon
Sisters Hour"

Monte Markham
"Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town"

Jill Jaress
"The New
People"

Tourist

Leslie Nielsen
"Sam Danforth"

Burl Ives
"Walter Nichols"

E. G. Marshall
"Dr. Craig"

William Windom Michael Parks
"My World and ". . . 'Then Came
Bronson"
Welcome to It"

Bill Cosby
"Bill Cosby
Show"

Andy Williams
"The Andy
Williams Show"

"BRACKEN'S WORLD"

Mexican airport improvement
MEXICO CITY (1."Pli -Mexico spent $59 million on
airport construction and
improvement between 1964-68,
including the start of
modifications on principal
airports deisgnated for use by
che supersonic and Jumbo
airliners of the 1970s.

1CP
Peter Haskell
"Kevin Grant"

"The Debbie Reynolds Show"

Elizabeth Allen
"Laura Deane"

Dennis Cole
"Davey Jones"

Eleanor Parker
"Sylvia Caldwell!'

END-OF-SUMMER TIRE
Nebo MeCarthy, Red
Buttons "Love
American Style"

Bill Bixby, Brandon Cruz, 1$11yoshi Uneeki
"The Courtship of Eddie's Father"

Michael
Constantine
"Room 222"

"THE BRADY BUNCH"

3 DAYS ONLY! CIL
LMWNCE

YOU'VE
CROSS

SAFETY at SAVINGS FOR LABOR DAY DRIVING!

town...

d Hazard
Roa-

• /Lifetime
24-M0nth Guarantee
Si

e Wagon
dfts and
rrna tion
u.

at
1-2378

Agoinit Wooroutl

I

Robert Reed
"Mike"

Florence
Henderson
"Carol"

Lana Turner, George Hamilton.
Kevin McCarthy "The Survivors"

dams

CBS TV PRESENTS THESE NEW
SHOWS THIS FALL
...-"MEDICAL CENTER"

"Super Sport King" 4-PLY NYLON CORD
Fits Following Sizes:
D70-14
F70-14
H70-15

AS SEEN

ON

TV

F OR$99

E70-14
G70-15

plus 2 28 to 2.91 Fed Too & old fir,

Red on White Sidewolls

WE HAVE DRILLED
HOLES IN THIS TIRE
WITH NO LOSS OF AIR!

Brunswick "Safety" 4-PLY NYLON CORD
Rood-Hotard ,

LTE

MOUNTING &
ROTATION

FREE

Quantities Limited

Guarantee
24Guarantee
&

Against

Wearoutl_

1itse

6.50e 13
Tubeless
Black

plus 1.79 Fed. Tax & old tire

Wheel Balancing $1.25

A 88

7.75 x 15 1
Tubeless
ant ,i, 2 2) to.
Black

P•r wh•col w•oght included

NO 11A01.
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"The Leslie Uggams Show"
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"THE GOVERNOR AND J.J."

N,.

10

All Prices
Plus Fed.
Tait &
Old Tire
•
Quantities
Limited!

69

20.88
25.88

2.51
2.45

6.25 x 15

47.95

27.88

2.57

815 a 14
11.45 a 15

49.95

28.88

2.95
2.94

BRAKE SHOES

Weak Ky.,
.71e.farm

NEW YORK (UPI) Prompted by the problems of air
and water pollution and the
population explosion, television
is going to take an ambitious
look at the history of man and
his relationship with his
environment.
A one-hour documentary,
"The Natural History of Our
World: The Tin of Man," will
be aired on CBS-TV Thursday,
Sept. 18 (8:00 to 9:00 p.m.
EST) in an effort to show howL
man got to be the way he is
today.

NE, WITH
OR YOUR
kdoroorsio•
or S. N
of farm
iew Infers value of
es off the
,S!

ners
an
"To Home With Lose" hi the John For the
left)
Joyce Menges show, with Susan Neher (seated
and Melanie Fullerton (seated right)

Foreign Flavor
CHICAGO (UPI) - Italian
and Oriental canned meat dishes
showed great gains in 1968 in
the canned meat departments of
grocery stores and supermarkets
across the nation, says the
National Live Stock and Meat
Board.

1 688
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each
25. mare braking
area; 511'i bore
ing depth.
12 29v III

HEAVY DUTY
SHOCKS
1111

8.25 x 14
Tubeless
Block

599

97

'NM

EE

14"

Free Mounting & Rotation

Set of 8 for 4 Wheels

f110Mi

TV spotlights
Man and his
environment

7.75 x 14
Tubeless
Black

Tubeless Whitewalls
$3 more
•

QUALITY BONDED

SHOCKS
Original
equipment
type far

1.90

39.95
45.95

7.00. 31
7.75 • 14
7.75 it 15

y No.

RC TAX

11111,1 I

INSTALLATION

'8 Set
1:)O% VINYL PLASTIC

SEAT COVERS
/7/8
11, r .11
1'

\\
alit! rear

min

11111111/1'
111,111

NYLON FOAM COVERS
PREMIUM DUALITY!
L.es to install! Clings
like
mils. (*.Tinier
''I S. 1 -.1111. CN.

t4...
v:;!;:•WX1

SPAR& PLUGS OIL TREATMENT
Sale Price

Only

PeachSTP

590
I he racial's edge!
PH gs eli gine
Gis es !miller

Vnii 0111.1 bus better plugs al au%
, • price'. 12sx-I 2f.0.1

I MI6 I

Chrome Plated

Wilts

FUTURAMA PLASTIC].
,X•XXX3
'

$TP

most
cars

COMPLETE SET
INSTALLED FREE
----

Imo

CLOTHES ROD

Limit 2

SEALED SEAN
NEADLWITS
For 4-lamp 12-volt lights

00
each

USE OUR TAIST
CREDIT OR

9-6 Mon. -Thurs.
9-9 Fri. - Sat.
1-5 Sunday

Shisiellg
Center

-----:-

OTASCO

,%elinseetble PI In
all ears. Keepre
eltethes in skip,'
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2 2E1.1.1
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4112,

1411.1”
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PHONE 753-8391
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pAchE SIX

THE

WSM—TV
WLAC—T%
WSIX—TV
Chaasel 4
Chaialiel S
Channel
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
:00 News. Wthr.; Sets. News, Wthr ; SPOris News; Wthr ; Spts
:30 Denial Boone
Animal World
Flying Nun
:01 Daniel Boone
The Prisoner
That Girl
:30 Ira/nide
The Prisoner
Bewitched
2 :1111 trort
Moyle:
This Is Torn Jones
so
:3111 Dragnet 114/
This Is Yon Jones
"Dark at Ik• To
:111 D. Martin Presents Of the Stairs"
It Takes a Thief
ar
:30 Gokkikmers
Movie
it Takes • Thief
n .ao News; Whir.; Soorts News. Wits, ; Sports News; NOMA Spo,ts
Alt :30 The Tonight Show This Mery Griffin Show Munson Outdoors
NO
✓
I

o

II ill It: Tr."11 try: P: 41 :fr:

t"°"' tYvcter Girt"
Mori*
The Joey Bishco Shcw
the Jcay Bhhco Shcw
The Jcey Bithoo 'hoe(

1

FRIDAY, MORNING PROGRAMS
0
5
0 WorshlO
• 42 Morning Show
- 30 Morning Show
✓
:10 Today; Wthr.
•
:30 Today
Today; Paul Harvey
- 30 Today
12
00 It Takes Two
7
:30 Concentration
A :to Personality
V '30 Hollywood Souares
1 :09 isms:lardy
I :30 Eye Guess

8 00

I

Junction Farm News
Country JunCtial
Family Theater
Country Junction
Country Junction
Bozo Show
Wthr
Junc Ton
Bozo Show
Captain Kangaroo
Bozo Show
Captain Kangaroo
Solo Show
Mike Douglas Show
0Ornisef Room
Mike Douglas Show
Lucy Show
Andy of Mayberry
Barbara Moore
Dick Van Dyke Show
Hazel
Love of Life: News
Bewitched
Search tor Tomorrow That C.1.1

Show

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

11
S.
1
U

:OD The Noon Show
As the World Turns
:30 The Noon Stow
News, Singing Conn
:00 Days of Our Lives Many Sptendorint
-30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Another World
Secret Storm
130 You Don't Say
Edge of Night
:00 Match Game; News Linkietter Show
:30 The FlIntstories
Lassie
:00 The FlIntstones
Movie:
:30 16th Avenue. South "The Golden Horde"
00 16th Avenue South
Movie
30 Huntley-Brtnitley
CBS Evening News

2 :00
2

4
C

Dream Houle
Funny You Should A*
Newlywed Game
Dating Game
General Hospital
One Ltte To Lim
Dark Shadows
Mr. Ed
Beverly Hillio'lltes
I Love Lucy
ABC Evening News
Bronco

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

6
7
ft
Jr
1 •,/

11

:00 News, Wthr.1 Sots. News; Wthr ; Sports Bronco
:30 High Chaparral
Wild Wild West
Let's Make a Deal
:Oft High Chaparral
Wild Wild West
John Davidson Show
:30 Name of the Game Gorner Pyle, USMC John Davidson Show
:SO Name of Its. Gems Moyle:
Judd for the Defense
:30 Name of ttse Game '`Tarzart Goes To
Judd for the Defense
AO The Saint
India"
The Dick Cavell Show
:30 The Saint
Maine
PGA Hlohllohts
:00 News; Wthr ; Sots News; Wthr.; Sports New?: Wthr.: Spats
:30 Tonight Show
Perm Mason
Movie:
:00 Tonight Show
Perry Mason
"Lemon Dross K11:30 Tornsphl Show
Perry Mason
Moyle
Perry Mason
Joey Bishop Show
Movie:
Joey Bishop Sh3w
03
"The Big Land"
Joey Bishop Sh-Da
:30
Moyle

12 33
▪
I

McCracken
Teenager
Drowns
A 17-year-old McCracken
County youth drowned Wednesday in Kentucky Lake
State Police identified the victim as James Paul Lansing, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Lansing, 5185 Hendron Road.
The youth drowned in the

&

TIMES

—

Siedd Creek area, some three
miles upstream from Kentuck3
Dam. His 1:03dy was recoverec
by State Trooper Guy Turner ol
the Kentucky State Police Watei
Patrol.
Details of the' drowning are
being withheld pending a coroner's inquest at Benton today at
1 p.m.
The drowning occurred at 1:50
p.m. and the body was recovered at 3:15 p.m.
The youth's body was removed to Roth Funeral Home
here. Arrangements are incomplete.
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE
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NEW YORK (UPI)—It will
take a great deal of time to
repair the technical damage
the market this
to
done
summer, says McDonnell & Co.
But provided no further striagencies are imposed on money
and credit, "September seems
likely to bring considerable
mprovement in the market's
tone and buoyancy," the firm
pr edicts.
--The odds are slightly in Eavor
of a rally over the next couple
of months, judging by seasonal
tendencies, according to Spear
and Staff. The vry fact the
market has experienced an
could
decline
extraordinary
reinforce the established pattern of late-year gains. However, particular results can stray
wide from seasonal norms, as
witness 1969's sharp summer
slump, the firm noted.
--The prognosis for corporate
profits is unfavorable but the
markdown in stock prices has
gone a considerable distance
toward discounting this prospect, according to the WieseReport.
Investment
nberger
"Barring unexpectecP.y adverse
developments in the credit
irea, prevailing valuations and
the market's performance suggest the popular stock averages
are in the early stages of
bottoming." The market climate is now such that "it is
reasonable to expect individual
stocks to reflect their respecxtive merits," the firm observed

to.
‘?*4

$1°° DOWN HOLDS ANY
COAT IN LAYAWAY
THE BEAUTY AND ELEGANCE
OF A LUXURIOUS
COAT CAN BE YOURS!

•••

SLICK W•
lcaded e
dissipate
little Eng
have corn
lided in

Rea
on

Every woman wishes for the day when she can own a
beautiful coat. Those wishes can now come true during
our Lay-Away Coat Sale. Choose from our wide selection of fine quality most fashionably styled coats at
unbelievably low prices.

A FUN FURS FOR FALL
Fluffy and fetching is the Double
Breasted Fun Fur contrasting collar,
cuff and buttons, gives the finishing
touches to this groovy coat. 100%
Orlon Acrylic. White, Sizer6-16.
Other Fun Furs
16.44 - 23.44

James Dines & Co. noted that
ctors are
a number of
pointing to short-term improvement, but that the majority of
technical indicators still are
negative. It still is too early to
determine whether the' current
rally "is only a belated suftftner
rally or the start of a brandnew and huge bull market", the
firm said, adding that a real
selling climax, "instead of the
mini-climax we had," would
inspire more confidence in the
prospect of a coming bull
market.

2344

TI-1E CLASSIC CHESTERFIELD
Single Breast, Notch Collar, Flap Pockets, Woven Herringbone Tweed 100%
Wool with a touch of velvet on the collar and in the latest fall colors: Blue,
Green, Grey. Sizes 8-18, 5-13.

it

18

SCORES FOR FALL

844,1
44
6

See this Beautiful Long Lamb Tip Dyed
Collar that completes this look. Check
the Tunnet Belt and Vingle Trim.
Opens to a fully Pile Lining. Reach
into the two slash pockets with Flap
Trim. Enjoy this Plus corduroy car
coat in Gold, Bronze, Grey. Sizes
8-16,

10Wce ready for the

.41) new,
school
year

D THE SUPER STYLE FOR SPORTS EVENTS
This bonded acrylic ptaid coat is warm
and stylish. The big lay back collar,
the shell buttons and buckle and the
two big patch pockets make this coat
a super sport style. Sizes — 6-16.
Colors — Brown, Black.

WARDROBE WARMER
Wisk through winter in this Italian
wool plaid coat, lamb fur collar,
Raglan Sleeves and Tab Trim make.
this coat smart and warm. Colors:
Grey, Brown, Green. Sizes 8-18, 5-13.

44

Go to the head of the class this school
year with the latest in styling ideas for
the young man. Our bock to school
collection will outfit your every need.

Fresh New Fall Colors!
Fresh New Fall Styles!
SELECT YOUR FAVORITE
SLACKS SHIRTS SWEATERS
SUITS

,41 *11

SPORT COATS

41110111. 1,
-eats",

• -4!
All Short Sleeve Value to 1.12.00
CL OSE

.
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KNIT SHIRTS
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AND MANY MORE

PHONE 753-6068
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We Gladly Exchange Or Refund Any Item Bougl't At Big K.
Save Your Ticket And Sales Slips.
9-9 Week Days
1-6 Sundays
Acres of
Fre% Parking
753-8777

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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Men's wear

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- If
you want to write a letter to
someone traveling on a ship,
there are better ways to do it
than putting a message in a
bottle and throwing it into the
ocean.
Yet P & 0 Lines says it
receives letters every day that
amount to little more than that
with addresses such as "Mrs.
John Smith, Passenger, World
Cruise" and "Miss Mary
Johnson, Steamship Passenger, P
8i 0."
With every ticket P & 0
issues, it sends postal schedules
for the voyage involved, showing
ports of call, the dates the ships
will be at each, and names and
addresses of its agents at each
point on the itinerary. Letters
should be addressed according to
instructions, the line says.

•••

Moon voyage seen
affecting fashions

THURSDAY - AUGUST 28 1969
Israeli Excavations
JERUSALEM (UPI) - The
Israeli Department of
Antiquities has resumed
excavations in the courtyard of
the Citadel of David.
In excavations last year.
buildings and walls dating back
to the period of the Second
Temple (4th Centyry B.C.) were
found. They had remained
upright to a considerable height
* * *

were fairly
By WALTER LOGANak .another. They
west coast but
NEW YORK (UPI) - Stanley popular on the
Getters is convinced the success never really caught on anywhere
of the Apollo 11 mission means else. Now Getters thinks they
The earth rotates from west
anthropomorphic space styles will, starting with the younger
generation which is already
to east.
will eventually replace bell
wearing two piece vest and pants
bottom pants and other loose
suits reminiscent of Romeo
fitting garments on the
American scene. It very likely costumes.
"The kids are bigger
will popularize the jumpsuit.
The American public's total
Geller's, 35, is executive experimenters," he said. "They
health insurance benefits in 1968
don't
want
to look like the
editor of Men's Wear, the
were estimated at $12 billion,
magazine that has become so establishment. Their brothers in
according to the Health Insurcollege
won't
wear
jumpsuits,
slick and sometimes sexy it has
ance Institute.
made its way to the news stands but they will. Would I wear a
for the general public. And, with jump suit? Well, it would be
such connections, he thinks, great for gardening or boating on
a cool day.
sleeps and eats fashion.
While thinking fashion the
"I think the fabric would
other day he got onto the have to be knitted since a one
subject of the moon landing and piece suit needs flexibility and
the dazzling white space suits return action. You could dress it
MOBILE HOMES
SISTER FIRED-Involved in a dispute over her demand for imworn by astronauts Neil A. up with a jacket for business and
NEW
and USED
provement
s at the Children's Emergency Shelter in Jersey
SLICK WORK -Bags of a calcium and detergent mix are unArmstrong and Edwin E. Aldrin. it would be a helluva rain suit,
SALES. SERVICE. AND PARK RENTAL.
City,
N.J.,
Sister
Carmella
leaded from trucks at St. Brieuc, France, in an effort
Marie
has
been
dismissed
from
They were shaped to the body as crisply tailored, over a business
H wy 94. ONE ...ILE EAST OF MURRAY
to
her $7,500-a-year-post ,by Thomas Baker, administrative
dissipate an 8-mile-long carpet of oil drifting toward
OFFICE PH 753-6685
much as possible, which is a suit.
the
aide to Mayor Thomas J. Whelan.
little English Channel fishing village. The oil is
non-scientific way of saying they
"As for the lunar suit, I feel
believed to
have come from the French oil tanker Gironde,
were anthropomorphic.
the kids might like the antiseptic
which collided in the channel with the Israeli cargo ship Harbashan
GIL G. HOPSON
They also were of new fabrics look of silver or white, a sportswear incorporating some suit that could keep out both
JOHN ID GRoc...,
.
HC,ME PH 436.5890
753.2985
and fibers which presumably will juniorbatch of Mr. Cleans of the features of the lunar the heat and the tse-tse flies.
be translated into earthwear for running around. However the costumes and built-in
men, especially in the fields of moon boots were a bit dimity airconditioning to keep the body im• a
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sports such as hunting and and the kids like sandals.
"They had all those
II
III
fishing. gut first, Getters However, I see the kids getting old-fashioned long johns air
UI
predicts, there will be a rash of away from the bell bottoms and conditioned with little tubes of !
!
I
space suits for children "and I going into
Ill
trim water," he said. "Think how
a
Says:
hope this doesn't wreck things." (anthropomorphic) look."
,someone might develop an
III
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
Jumpsuits have been around
earthbound suit for wear on a
Sportswear
III
III
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The many from buying a
home of for years and almost every
Getters let his imagination go hot desert or, in reverse, for the III
real estate industry is engaged in their own.
UI
IF YOU AREN'T
designer worthy of the name has into orbit at that point and he colder ski slopes. If a man were
a family squabble over whether
HI
come up with one variation or conjured up visions of off on safari he would have a
III
BUYING DR UGS FROM
III
the government should provide
III
interest subsidies to help poor
III
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than $17,500.
'Ii
The Mortgage Bankers
Ill
Association of America (MBA)
II
II
and the Council of Housing
III
II
•
Producers argue the present limit
•• •
!II
II
•• • •
•
II
of $17,500 is so low no decent
. ••
•
•
II
Ill
homes are available for the price.
II
III
in the big cities where many of
Si
11
the poor live.
;i;
II
But the National Association
III
II
YOU'RE PAYING'
of Real Estate Boards (realtors)
lii
contends if the limit is raised, it
Too MUCH
Ill
III
will price the truly low income
III
1111
families out of the market.
Legislation now pending in
!
!
l
II
the Senate would boost the
ceiling to about $25,000 in high
III
cost areas. The Department of ..
ii
444. ' tousing and
Urban
!I!
e velopment supports the
III
proposal.
III
Lon Worth Crow Jr., a Miami
III
mortgage banker and president
of MBA, said the present level
!T.:ES:ZS:2LS Es!!5:El:mil 1523 LI
?.:7.
!
!
I
!s:2:21 5.22:111:511.22.2LII:123 K2=22=
"is so inadequate that the
program is unworkable."
Ill
II
Pepto
Philip N. Brownstein, former
Pr Soothes irri!abe.d stomach
Ill
•
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Federal Housing Commissioner
• and intestinal lining with a
III
te
ii
who is
MEDICATION
Washington's
P• protective coatiag action to /
REGULAR & NEW MINT
ai give fast relief.
representative on the Council of
Greaseless
Have it
III
Housing Producers, said it is
LARGE SIZE
III
Antiseptic
hand always.
yirtually impossible for a family
is
6.5
oz.
is
SW
to obtain a decent house in
III
19e Value
•
ea.
many of the nation's big cities
is
$1.09 Value
•
It
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17.;:" 'Milli =a= Zvi Meal
Ill
for $17,500.
Brownstein also called on
III
!.•
Congress to remove a restriction
Pf
!
!
I
which prohibits a family
331 3:2 :3 :2".23 2227-322.222.311
2
purchasing a home under the
III
interest subsidy program from
wars cars E.:E?.:5 v.'s:a ware wee
89 Value
selling the home and transferring
Me Value
the subsidized mortgage to
DENTURE ADHESIVE CREAM, 11-ox. 560
another eligible family.
DENTURE ADHESIVE POWDER, 2-9z.56
ill
"The effect of this restriction
III
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PAGE EIGHT
"We work with pros, that's
how we're able to do it," she
explain&
Recently she put on a revue
for a Bank of America branch
managers meeting.
"The idea was to tell the
managers banks have got to humanize," she said.
"A lot of people are terrified
of banks, and they have to compete with the loan companies
which advertise about friendly
finances. We had a sketch about
a hippie with $I million to deposit-t7ing to show you
shouldn t look askance at a customer because of the way he's
dressed."
She also produced a show for
a Vivian W'oodward cosmetics
sales meeting, introducing several- hundred face creams, bath
salts, powders and perfumes.
"It was a challenge to find
different ways of presenting that
many products, especially since
they were so small, Mrs. Jones
said.
"We used a magic theme and
had the various items popping
out of hats and balloons.
-For Clipped Wings, which
is an organization of defrocked
or debriefed United Air Lines
stewardi, we put on the entertainment for a luncheon for 800
women. We wrote original
words to Come Fly With Me,
and we had a fashion show with
costumes from the movies.
"We designed the set, provided a girl singer, two dancers,
12 models, a comic and an orchestra, and put the package together for them for $2,000."
out rehearsal. So far there have
Mrs. Jones concluded:
been no snafus.
"We haven't made that first
Professionals
million yet_ But we're working
on it.

As head of Pacific Artists, a west
coast firm which produces television commercials, she figured
she had the contacts to furnish
industry with talent and props
for live shows spotlighting new
products at sales meetings and
By KATHLEEN NEUMEYER trial staging.
conventions, or entertaining emHOLLYWOOD (UPI)-A few
The figure stuck in my ployees and customers at banmonths ago someone told Joan mind," the petite, brunette for- quets and parties.
Granville Jones there was $I mil- mer actress laughed.
"You know it used to be that
lion a year to be made in indusSo she went into the business. businesses would hold meeting
after meeting, interrupted just
by lunch and livened up by one
pretty girl passing out the literature,' Mrs. Jones said. "It'
different now."
She claims there's a trend in
industry to use show business
methods to softsell products and
ideas to employees as well as the
public.
Her Industrial Staging Associates of Hollywood is prepared to
furnish scripts, original songs,
If you are tired of your slow collecperformers, bands, balloons and
that growl on cue.
tigers
all
tion, or maybe not getting paid at
"If they have the idea, we can
get the talent," she says. "Or
we can develop the whole conorganme
. . then you need to help
cept and carry it right through
to production. We prefer the
latter-it's more fun.
ize this badly needed non-profit credit
"They give us a whole raft of
their literature and we bring it
and collection agency. Let us all work
back to our office and study it.
We have to interpret their style,
It's the
use their language.
together to comb out these deadbeats.
inside jokes which go over the
best. Sometimes we ean bring
down the house with a joke we
CONTACT
INFORMATION
FOR FURTHER
don't even get ourselves.
Mrs. Jones hires experienced,
professional performers and
crew and stages her shows with-

NOTICE TO

ALL MERCHANTS

MR. OR MRS. IIAFFORD JAMES

greed-beef Barbecue
Spark a supper menu with
barbecue beef roil-ups. Combine
'4 cup of pancake mix,'A cup of
enriched corn meal, 1 cup of
milk, 1 egg and 1 tablespoon of
melted or liquid shortening in a
bowl. Stir j,ightly until batter is
fairly sinooth. Pour the batter

onto a hot, lightly greased
griddle; bake to a golden brown.
Spoon your favorite barbecue
beef mixture (heated) across the
center of each pancake; roll up.
Place in a greased 11 by 7-inch
baking pan; sprinkle with grated
cheese. Bake in a preheated 350
degree oven about 10 minutes or

until cheese is melted. Makes 4 POR ATHLETE'S
FOOT
serving'.
VU KERATOLYTIC ACTION
BECAUSE—
* * *
It slotmles oft tied diasolvea aitet
akin. Cape's. doeporit laloctioa to its
Remove gum from material killing action.. Got qtdck.4r11.ig T-4-L,
koratelytic, at any dreg coaster.
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FAST relief or
Sec b4,411 "OW
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DRUG CO
peels
off
then
Gum
easily.
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Castle
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UNFINISHED FURNITURE

AIR

$39.95
$19.95

(15x2Ix13)
(15x26x30)

Conventional Bookcase
6ioniai Base
Deluxe Dry Sink

LABOR DAY
WEEKEND SALE

(10x30x4S)

$34.95
$39.98
$15.95
$44.95
$35.95
$22.49
$25.95
$21.95
$24.95
$28.49

(15x37x44)

115x52x34)

(17x42x30)
(17x30x30)

General
OR TIRE!
GREAT PRICE!

FUGITIVE RETURNING—Robert Williams (above), a

14

Pre-Assembled - Ready to Finish

(15x14k26)

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

Deacon's Bench
3-Drawer Chest
441rawer Chest

(17x43x30)

(15x27x28)
(15x27x34)

black revolutionary, is returning to Use U.S. after
eight years as a fugitive
from a North Carolina kidnaping charge, and faces arrest the moment his foot
touches U.S. soil in Detroit.
His attcriley said he is flying dirently-to Detroit because "we feel he will get a
better chance here." Wilhams has been traveling in
Cuba, Red China, North
Vietnam and Africa.

(15x27x42)
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I LE7 POP TAKE THE RAP
BECAUSE, LIKE HE SAYS,I
GOTTA BE OUTA JAIL IF
I'M GONNA CUT THAT
RAT, LEE CASPER, DOWN
1— MOUSE- SIZE ,/

by R. Van Buren
(MR.SCRAPPLE:
I -THOUGHT you

I WAS, BUT I
GOT SPRUNG.
WERE IN,„
WHERE'S THAT
LOuSE.JASPER -THE FINK WHO SLIPS
ME A PHONY FIFTY
SO I'D WIND UP IN
THE CLINK

itt I'd
C.•,Nral 1.re CNN.,"
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Calls For Gourmet Food, Gala Accessories
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By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
HEN IT comes to summer happenings, the
posh picnic out is very .1/-4".
Instead of standard sandwich fare, the menu .1s more
elaborate. Typical is the gourmet basket lunch featured today: Quiche Lorraine, cold
chicken, Seasoned Cream
Dressing with avocado halves
or a crispy salad, Fluffy Tapioca Cream and/or strawberries for dessert and, to top it

W

SEEKS NORTHWEST PASSAGE—The 125,000-to icebreaker Manhattan moves past New
Castle, Del., on a three-month, 9,000-mile voyage to prove there is a commercially feasible northwest passage to the new oil fields near Alaska's northern coast. In addition
tO.
oil, untapped mineral resources forecast a boom future for north part of the
hemisphere.

all off, a flavorful beverage,
Cafe Cacao Frappe.
All the accessories for gracious dining a pretty cloth,
tic:Int stainless steel flatwear, glasses- go into the
barket, too.
Its dining out with a difference, a new fashion in al
fresco meals that's fun!
QUICHE LORRAINE
1 unbaked 9-inch pastry
shell

1.95

1.95
L95
.1 98
;.95
L95
;.95
!.49
.95
.95
!.95
.49
.49

THIS "FIRST MAN ON THE MOON" stamp honoring the Apollo 11 astronauts will be issued
in Washington on Sept. 9. It was made from dies they carried to the Moon.

General Foods

LIGHT AND FLUFFY Tapioca Cream is perfect picnic
treat. Store in freezer until you take to the road. By time
you arrive at site it will have thawed to right consistency.

This is the meeting in Cairo of representatives of the I4-nation Arab League to consider
retaliation against Israel for fire in El Aqsa Mosque—sacred to Moslems—in Jerusalem.

4 ounces bacon
3 eggs, beaten slightly
1 cup milk
1 cup light cream
34 teaspoon salt
Dash of white pepper
Dash of cayenne
1 cup grated Swiss
Cheese
Bake pastry at 400 F. for 8
minutes.
Meanwhile, fry bacon until
crisp. Drain, then crumble.
Combine eggs, milk, cream,
seasoning:Sprinkle bacon and cheese
in partially baked pastry.
Pour in egg mixture.
Bake at 400 F. for 30 minutes, or until knife inserted
one inch from edge comes out
clean.
Cool 15 minutes before serving. Makes 1 (9-inch) pie or
6 servings.
SEASONED CREAM
DRESSING
1 envelope salad dressing
mix, any flavor except
creamy or low calorie
2 cups (1 pint) sour
cream
Blend salad dressing mix
into sour cream. Mixture may
be stored in refrigerator 4
days. Spoon into avocado
halves, serve with cold meat
FOR A GOURMET PICNIC, the cloth is set with elegant
or fish, or use as a salad
Regency stainless by Reed & Barton, the better to eat
dressing.
Quiche Lorraine and avocado with Seasoned Dressing.
Makes 2 cups.
CAFE CACAO FRAPPE
FLUFFY TAPIOCA CREAM white, stirring rapidly. Add
1 tablespoon freeze-dried
3 tablespoons quickvanilla. Cool about 20 mincoffee or instant
cooking tapioca
utes; stir.
quality coffee
3 tablespoons sugar
Serve warm or cool for 1
water
11 cup cold
1,(4 teaspoon salt
hour; then chill 2 to 3 hours.
1 cup finely shaved or
2 cups milk
Serve plain or with a sauce.
crushed ice
1 egg. separated
Makes about 234 cups or 4
1,12 cup creme de cacao
2(tablespoons sugar
tO 5 servings.
34 teaspoon vanilla
To pack for a picnic, preBlend coffee and water;'
Mix tapioca, 3 tablespoons pare recipe as directed. Cool
then pour into cocktail shaker
with ice. Add crème de cacao sugar, salt, milk and egg and pour into 4-to 6- ounce
paper cups or individual soufand shake vigorously. Pour yolk. Let Stand 5 minutes.
Beat egg white ,until foamy fle dishes. Do not fill over 34
over crushed ice in cocktail
glasses. Serve with ' short throughout; gradually add 2 full. Cover tightly; freeze untablespoons sugar; - beating til ready to use.
straws.
Pudding thaws in 3 hours.
Makes about 2 cups or 4 until soft peaks form.
Cook and stir tapioca mix- (Do not hold out of freezer
servings.
ture over medium heat until longer than 4 hours; do not
For picnic, combine all inmixture comes to a full boil
refreeze
gredients except ice in a vacServe with fresh strawberuum bottle. Pour over ice just 6 to 8 minutes. Gradually add
hot mixture to beaten egg ries, if desired.
before serving.

that teacher shortages will also the possibility of student
: continue to occur in specific unrest in many secondary
regional areas and among certain schools which places a special
subject specialties. Rural areas, responsibility on school board:
for example, will have more and administrators to be aware
difficulty in attracting teachers and to take preventive action."
than suburbs or large cities."
On desegregation, the
Q. W at shape are the commissioner said pressures will By United Press International
nation's schools in fina-eially? be felt in both North and South.
A new massaging device has a
WASHINGTON (UPI)
, a Other problems he cited:
A. "Financi ngolucat.
design the
Teacher shortages, financing and nationwide problem of challenges of helping the slim, long
enables the
manufacturer
says
desegregation add up to mounting urgency. In many
disadvantaged child; extending user to reach even upper back
problems in American education parts of the country, the education services to pre-school
without strain. Attached
during the coming academic property tax can no longer be children; involving the muscles
sip, fluted surface
the
easy
to
year.
depended on for the increased community more in school
body is a quilted
U.S. Education Commissioner revenues necessary to support affairs, especially among the of the main
that provides the
head
vibrating
James E. Allen described the needed educational expansion urban poor.
gentle, yet firm massaging
problems in answering questions and improvement. A complete
action. It uses about the same
submitted to him by United overhaul of present patterns of
amount of electricity as a 15
rock
lobsters
South
AFrican
Press International.
financing education is badly
are fished with baited hand nets watt light bulb.
Q. Will teacher shortages be needed."
(Hitachi Sales Corp. of
acute again this fall?
Q. What are some of the from two-man dinghies. The
A. "The nation's elementary major classroom problems this rock lobsters live on rocky America, 48-50 34th St., Lo
shoals where the icy Bengeula Island City, N.Y.).
and secondary schools will have fall?
* * *
about 50,000 more teachers this
A. "Desegregation. There is current flows up the coast of
kit helps to
cleaning
new
A
Africa
from
the
Antarctic.
South
it
is
likely
but
year,
than
last
fall

WHAT'S

sehool
problems

MOSQUE FIRE INQUIRY--Israeli High Court Judge Yoel Sussman imiddlel presides over
the inquiry in Jerusalem into the arson fire in the El Aqsa Mosque, one of Islam's
holiest shrines. Two Arabs are members of this commission: Mayor Mussa Ktelli iright1
of Nazareth and Nazareth District Court Judge El Hawari 1second left 1.

NEW

clean contact lenses with a
minimum of handling and
without rubbing. The
Manufactuten says'tlreseitalmost
no chance of scratching, loss or
discomfort. The kit contains a
swisher especially developed for
contact lenses. This is a plastic
device that holds the lenses in
place while cleaning solution
bathes them.
(Alcon Laboratories Inc.,
Fort Worth, Tex.).
A new steel measuring tape
has three scales for
automatically providing the user
with direct readings on inside
measurements, outside
measurements and diameters. It
also has a decimal equivalent
chart for handy reference.
Another feature, the automatic
rewind speed regulator.
eliminates tape snap-back when
returning to the case.

4

miller

SCOTT WALGREEN DRUG
OPENING DAY SPECIALS
See Our Four Page Section In Today's Paper.
All Items Available At Both The Chestnut Street and Downtown Locations

Buren

JRES
>UT TRYIN'
ORNER
ANTIQUE
ET '

JUST IN TIME FOR

SACK TO SCHOOL NEEDS
Downtown Town Hours: 8:00 — 5:30
Not Open Sunday

Chestnut Street Hours: 9:00 — 9:00
Sunday Noon — 6:00
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Easy Senate OK,Is Expected Quotes From The News
For Haynsworth Nomination

PAGE

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

tor of the NAACP:- "In at
least four cases dealing with
racial integration of public
schools Jutige Haynsworth voted for racial segregation. In
of these cases the
each
Supreme Court voted unanimously to end segregation."
M. Young, Jr.,
Whitney
executive director of the Urban
League:- "At this crucial point
In our history the nation cannot
afford to lose the crusading
has
spirit that
reformist
court in
the
characterized
In addition, the appointment,
recent years."
announced from the California
New York Mayor John V.
• White House Monday, prompted
"I had hoped he
Lindsay:praise from several Southern
would seek out a justice
(Nixon)
O.
James
Senators, including
stood in the tradition of
eastland, D-Miss., chairman of who
Cardozo, Brandeis, Frankfurter
Committee
Judiciary
the Senate
and Goldberg. It is a judicial
which first must pass on
tradition of sensitivity and humgMaynsworth's qualifications.
anism that must not be lost."
hearings
announced
--Ito- Eastland
would begin Sept. 9 if the
appointment is approved by the
judiciary panel, the full Senate
will vote.
. Eastland said Haynsworth's
career
distinguished legal
includes performance as a
.
respected and outstanding at-e„torney and as an experienced
.0 member of the federal judicia•
:At
- WASHINGTON (UPI) - Prest 'dent Nixon's nomination of
"'Judge Clement F. Haynsworth
!,1,Sttl) the Supreme Court goes
‘
eliefore the Senate in three
aveeks for what is expected to
aelle easy approval.
While the appointment drew
▪
from some Negro and
rights leaders outside the
Senate, there was only a
- reserved reaction from some of
.the more liberal senators them-

E.B. McNeely
Celebrates
Birthday

. Sen. Strom Thurmond, R.S.C.,
"He is an able jurist and,
_ being a strict constructionist of
the Constitution, will be a fine
s.;:additidti to the court." Sen.
Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C., said
has "shown a
Haynsworth
•
thorough understanding of legal
a superior
and
principles
complex legal
of
analysis
problems."
It was mostly Haynsworth's
background in other legal cases
• that brought the opposition
„ civil rights leaders.
Among those offering criticism
were:
Roy Wilkins, executive direc-

WASHINGTON - Edward D. Martin, national president of the
Student American Medical Assn., telling the Appalachia Regional
Commission why only 18 of 120 medical student recruits want to
practice:
return to economically depressed Appalachia for future
"Appalachia is not a viable option for medical students wanting
to get ahead."

irlAgeffiN
Ri

MOSCOW - Pravada, the Soviet Communiet party newspaper,
in an article titled "The Dangers of Peking': Adventurist Course":
"The Chinese leaders urge the. populace to get ready for
hunger, to get prepared for a war."
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. - Paul McCracken, chairman of the
Nixon administration's Council of Economic Advisers, warning
the inflationary spiral will not reverse before the end of 1969:
"When you are steering a big ship, it does not turn immediately when you turn the rudder."
REDWOOD NATIONAL PARK, Call!- Former President Johnson, at the dedication of the "Lady Bird Johnson Grove," quoting
his father:
"Son, you will never know what it is to be a father until you are
a father. And one never knows what it is to be president until
you are a president"

Letter To Editor
(Continued From Pages Ono)
the response by people within
our area that brought clothing,
food, household supplies and
even gave money to be used by
the people of Mississippi in
their plight. We are deeply
grateful to each and everyone
in Murray and Calloway County
for their contributions.
Saturday afternoon, we sent
four truck loads with a variety
of goods to Mississippi. These
goods were packed and ready
for use upon arrival.
Again let us say thank you
for your assistance in this very
important matter.
In Christian love,
Bill Threet

SEEN & HEARD

•

•

(Continued From Page One)
nearly five feet tall. Its flaane
is fading and it well knows
that its prime has long since
been passed.
The Snapdragons send out long
slender feelers graced with
delicate blooms while others
stand upright with blossoms In
a myriad of colors.
The troop of Red Sage, still
red, but past its peak.
The Lagustrum has thickened
up through the summer and
the Het/is have almost recovered from damage inflicted by
Old Sport.

We want to say thank you The Portulaca in full bloom as
to the people of Murray and though it will be summer forCalloway County. Your response ever.
to, our call for clothing, food
and household supplies to be The Buckeyes, once again pullused 'by the people of the dis- ing back into their protective
aster area of Mississippi was shell but keeping their leaved
longer this year than ever begreat.
Saturday afternoon, we sent fore.
four truck loads with a variety
E. B. McNEELY
of goods to Mississippi. These The Chestnuts have done famwere packed and ready for use ously as have the Taxus Deallives
E. B. McNeely, who
formis and the Redbuds.
South of Farmington, Ky. upon arrival.
celebrated his 87th birthday
We are deeply grateful to
Aug. 21. A hamburger and ice each and everyone in Murray All in all the summer has been
Tennessee Quartet Convention cream supper was enjoyed by and Calloway County for their kind to growing things, but
the family. Six of his seven
most are girding their loins for
will be held in the city audi- children
were able to attend. contributions to the people of
torium of Paris, Tennessee Mrs. Evalena Alderdice, Mrs. Mississippi when they needed the snow, ice and 12 degrees
starting August 29 and con- Lettie Mae Wilferd, Mrs. Sylva it most. Again we say thank temperatures which will come
tinuing through August 31. Be- Lynn Haneline all of- yeti so very much.
Church of Christ •
ginning at 4 p.m. eacheveeiggaa Pennington, Mrs. Frances Jon;
the quartets will feature the
7th and Poplar
of
Morris
Reba
Hamilton Brothers as well as of Mayfield, Mrs.
Murray, Kentucky
Sterling
Detroit, Mich. and
quartets from Arkansas, McNeely of Dallas, Texas. James
(Continued From Pawl One)
Tennessee and Illinois.
Everitt McNeely of luka, Miss.
Tickets are available by was unable to attend.
of beer, fined $20.00 costs $4.50
writing Tennessee Quartet ConThose present for the supper OILERS PARE SQUAD
J. D. Gargus, reckless driveention, 300 Irvine Street, were, Mr. & Mrs. Clifton
Tennessee. Special Alderdice, Mr. & Mrs. Sterling
Paris,
HOUSTON (UP!)- The Hous- ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
and grandchildren,
J. D. Wheatley, driving on
tickets for adults is $3.50 and McNeely
Walter and Zack Van Zandt of ton Oilers pared their squad to
special tickets for children is Texas, Mr. & Mrs. Fred Wilferd, the 49-player limit Monday in revoked license, fined $20.00
only $2.00. For each session Mr. & Mrs. Cody Morris, Mr. & preparation for this Thursday's costs $4.50.
they are available for 1.50 for Mrs. W. K. Jones, Kenneth, sellout game in the Astrodome
adults and 1.00 for students. Gregory. and Donna Jones, Me with the Dallas Cowboys. The
Harry Haneline, Marla Oilers cut seven players MonHaneline, Mr. & Mrs. Max
Workman, Ruts Workman, Mr. & day, including veteran wide
(Continued From Page 1)
Mrs. Frankie Haneline, Mr. & receiver Glenn Bass, secondMrs. Bobby Wilferd, Sabrina & year guard Steve Quinn, and nursing program, with
•
mokey Says:
academScott Wilferd.
rookies George Resley, Mike
Mr. McNeely, a retired Krivoshia, Wyman Alexander, ic achievement a primary factor for acceptance.
been very active Paul
S T Aittou
W Tre S carpenter, has life
and
Zaeske
Richard
time until his
throughout his
Inaisee
The scholarships are direct
retirement a few years ago. He Stebbins.
a-wards with no matching fund
has built or helped to build
many buildings in Western Ky.
requirement and range up to
and Tenn. He worked on the I.
$1,500 per year. Most scholarPEColfm°14E
C. Railrooad building in Paducah ON DISABLED LIST
ships are part of a combination
In 1926. Before that he helped
award which includes a nursto build the Murray Normal
CHICAGO (UPI) - Chicago ing student loan and / or partschool building. He has been the
contractor for numerous houses, Cubs' outfielder Jim Qualls, time employment.
barns, churches and other unable to play since suffering a
Besides the seven freshmen
buildings throughout this jammed shoulder Aug. 22, has
vicinity.
been placed on the disabled list. scholarships recipients, there
At age 87, he is living alone,
Catcher Dohn liariston, hit- are 42 other students who are
as his wife died five years ago. ting .469 in 25 games with the receiving scholarship aid this
Almost every Sunday morning
year under the program. Stuto drive to Antioch Cubs' Tacoma, Wash, farm dents who remain in the nurs'POSSIBILITY- be Faust Bat: he is able Christ,
where he has club, will replace him on the ing curriculum are eligible to
Church of
parent roster.
been a member for 60 years.
Flame be extra careful!
reapply each year.

Teunessee Quartet
• Sint Contention
Paris, Avg. 29-31

Persons Are Fined

Esabelle Ray

Listed Below Is The Ad That Ran
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FORDS

CHEVROLETS
$2975
1969 SS 396 CHEV
;iiieed
r
, bucket seats
Two door harditc5Elj
and console.
$2075
1966 BEL AIR
. V-8. Power
esi;
uctelltg
Four door.
urray. New car
Glide. one own
trade-in.
fit* $15
1967 CAMARO
Two door hardtop, Kentucky tags, gold. V 8. PowerGlide. Really sporty.
$975
1964 IMPALA
tags, blue, V-8,
.
Two door C
New car tra
standard s
1966 IMPALA
Two-door hardtop, Kentucky tags, blue. V-8. Pow
erGlide, power steering. We sold this new. A new
car trade-in.
It.
//M._ $1*
1966 BEL AIR
Four-door. Kentucky tags. white, V-8. PowerGlide.
One owner, sold new in Murray. New car trade-in.
$775
1962 IMPALA
green, V-8.
Four-door
a e-in.
PowerGlide.
I
1967 IMPALA
,
-85
yellow, $1V57
Two-door ha
w in Murray.
standard shift,
/
1
1/1775': $1584
1966 CHEVY II
Two-door hardtop. Kentucky tags, white, 4-speed,
327, bucket seats.
1957 CHEVROLET _
black. $V
85,
107
Two door hardtop,
PowerGlide. Ext4xtra sharp! 4j_g97 S't'(
'
1964 BEL AIR
Blue, Tenn. title, power steering, power brakes,
4
°- V-8, factory air, PowerGlide.
rii)94.__ 06
1965 IMPALA
Two-door hardtop,' Kentucky tags. red. V:8, stand
ard Shift. Sold new in Murray. New car trade-in.
1964 BISCAYNE __
$775
Two-door, Ke
cylinder. Powky
erGlide. New c ,,y
1967 CAPRICE
s'
(
id.One
Two door hardtop, Tennessee title, orchid.
owner. Power steering, factory air, power brakes.
1963 IMPALA
$675
k tag , b e, V-8. PowFour door hardtop,
erGlide, power st
brakes, power wing,
dows.
1960 STATION WAG°
$375
Kentucky tags, w
tn. • Ilf9vDride. power
steering, factory a
New car trade-in. ,
1969 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE
W S27..5 _
Kentucky tags, red, 427 engine. Four speed.
1966 CHEVELLE
Four door, Kentu
bro
"7
V-8. Power5
Glide, one owner.
ad
, sold new in
Murray.
1964 CHEVELLE
$
Blue, two-door hardtop. Tennessee title, V 8. Three
speeds in floor. 1966 SS 3% CHEVEILE
Two-door hardtop.
tag bl . four-speed.
$W5.
bucket seats. New.
1965 IMPALA SS
Two door hardtop.
Di New car
e
trade-in.

6nt

1.4..,:ti,

i,ti.,,D

q

$'44

it''''f :X

27

1969 FORD
Two-door hardtop Green, one
Peed
!
1965 FALCON
Four-door, Kentucky tags. turquoise, 6-cylinde
New car trade-in.
$1675
1967 FAIRLANE
Two door hardtSgrO\jaaLt car trade-in.
one owner.

ow-tridl

PONTIACS
$2475
1967 PONTIAC
old, factory air,
Station Wagon. Tenne
power steering and rakes.
1965 PONTIAC
Four-door hardtop, black. loaded.

itr.

75191 s)

OLDSMOBILE •
g3
1955 OLDSMOBILE
Two door hardtop.

BUICKS
1964 SKYLARK _
Two-door hard
acir-f ctory
brakes. New car trade-in.
1964 BUICK LaSAB
1%4
Keni5yt4i<
s.tiii?

1

$375

VOLKSWAGENS •
1%0 VW
Two-door, Kentucky tags. Black.
1964 VW
Two-door, Tennessee title. White.

*
'
07

SIMCA,

•

1966 SIMCA
Four-door. Kenissel6e-fagrtreen

OPEL

1..4\
$2275
1969 OPEL
-speed.
four
Id.
two-dooSeateetsgWo
Rally.
Rally equipment.

- TRUCKS
1966 CHEVROLET 4671tor--t_

$1275

Kentucky taga.aGrelVte. AoX,'*wide bed.
$475
1965 FORD VAN
Six-cylinder, automatic..
ri/796 (
410
1965 GMC 1/2-TON
V-6, PowerGlide. New truck trade-in.
1953 FORD 1-TON
Kentucky tags. Red. Cattle racks.
_reef
$1375
It
1964 EL CAMINO
t
81X4isselGlide. New truck
Kentucky tags.
trade-in.
$1775
1964 CHEVROLET
et)3rj;Zne owner. New
Kentucky tags,
truck trade-in.
S1175
1966 CHEVROLE
uck trade-tn. ,
Six-cylinder.
1969 VAN
076 $W5
42.
Was $2475. Yellow. 6-cylinder, straight shift.

sOf

CHEVROLETS
1968 CHEVELLE SS 3%
$2375
Two-door Hardtop. One owner, new car trade-in.
Grecian Green. 4-speed. Black vinyl trim. Tenn.
tags.
1963 IMPALA
$975
4-Door. V-8, PowerGlide. One owner. New tires.
Tenn tags. Power steering. factory air. White.
1963 IMPALA
$175
Two-Door Hardtop. 4-speed, V-8. Hot one!
1/64 IMPALA
$175
Two-Door Hardtop. V-8, standard transmission.
White, Kentucky tags.
1962 CORVAIR
$575
Four-Door. Kentucky tags. White. Power steering.
1964 BEL AIR
$975
Four-Door. Kentucky tags, new tires, one owner,
red. 6-cylinder.
1966 IMPALA
$1775
V-8, PowerGlide. power steering, power brakes,
factory air one owner, new tires.
1959 IMPALA
$193
Two-Door Hardtop. White. V-8. PowerGlide.

1959 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
__ $275
Six-cylinder, standard transmission, one owner,
Green.

1960 OLDS
Two-Door. Blue, Kentucky tags.
1961 ELECTRA
$31175
Four-Door Hardtop Custom. Black in and out.
Fully loaded.
1966 PLYMOUTH
$1275
V-8. automatic. New tires. White. Tenn. tags.
1967 DATSON Station Wagon
$1375
Kentucky tags.
1964 DODGE DART
$1175
Four Door. Black. Six -cylinder, automatic. Kentucky tags.
1968 OPEL Wagon
s1675
One owner. Radio, 4-speed, blue. Tenn. tags.
1/64 RIVERIA
$1575
Green. Loaded. Factory air.
1965 FORD LTD
$1475
Four-Door Hardtop. Black, V-8, automatic, factory
air, power steering, power brakes, new tires.

DWAIN TAYLOR
°can CHEVROLET INC.

i-i e V R 011-E T

SPANISH-AMERICAN, WORLD WAR I. 1.647,- WORLD WAR IL 14,- KOREAN CONFLICT. SOUTH V IE TN AM,
6.000. average age 90.3 000, average age 74.7 392,000, average age 49.7 3.847,000, average age 3,169,000, average age
years.
years.
40 years.
26.2 years.
THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION gives these figures as the number of surviving war veterans on its rolls. In addition, there
are 3.134.000 veterans from service between the fighting in Korea and the fighting in South Vietnam.

$1375
air. power,

OUR MOST RECENT TRADE-INS ARE LISTED
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Charlie Jenkins - Clyde Steele - J. H. (Hardiman) Nix
South 12th Street
Phone 753-2617
Murray, Kentucky
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Boy,SO Pia*
MA Rena RN?'
WOW THE

FOlt SAL,

2544-FOOT alumium Pontoon
cruiser, 55 horse electric Evinrude motor, like new. 753-2731
A-28C
or 753-8025.

azir.

'66 CHEVELLE SS, 396427, engine, straight seat, 4-speed.
Blue with black
vinyl top.
Phone 753-7393 after, 5.00 call
753-5888.
A-28-P

Real Estate For Sale
Reel Estate For Sale
NOTICI
NOTICE
A VERY beautiful 3-bedroom BEAUTIFUL brand new three- BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick
brick. Unique design, formal bedroom brick he. Has dou- home, nearing completion, 1615
dining room, very large family ble carport, central heat and Belmonte,
in city school district,
room, built-in
appiiances in air, outside storage, concrete near university. This is a well
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
kitchen, and a breakfast area. drive, built-in G. E. kitchen ap- constructed home with canted
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
Outstanding color scheme and pliances. Large living room,
2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color on
heat and air and will be fully
decor inside and out. Let us family room, entry hall, two carpeted. It has a nice living
the market.
show you this fine home.
baths and is located in Mur- room, kitchen-dining room, util3. NAME BRAND Magnavox.
JUST OUTSIDE the city limits, ray's newest subdivision, in ity room, nice ceramic tiled
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
a full basement with 3 bed- city school district. Will trade 144 baths, carport and patio,
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
rooms, bath, and a 3-car ga- for smaller house.
on good lot.
WHAT WE HAVE
rage. Ideal for a oar repair or AN ELOQUENT fireplace can
clean up shcrp.
be found in this three-bedroom LARGE NEW 3-bedroom brick
home almost completed, on
Dildeland Center
FOR THE large family, or if brick. It has two full baths, Greenbier, in Weatwood, a fast
Chestnut Street
you just want a lot of room, built in appliances, central heat growing subdivision near So.
Phone 753-7575
itch
and
air,
living
room,
double
a 4-bedroom located in one of
18th and Wiswell Road. This
carport,
entry
hall,
carpeting
the better areas of Keeneland
is a home of spacious rooms,
and many other extras.
Subdivision. Entry hall, famlarge closets and interior beauFOR REMT
ily room, kitchen with builtty with rugs that add elegance
ins, 2 ceramic baths, attached NICE AND QUIET location for throughout. It offers a nice liv3-BEDROOM HOUSE, air-condithis neat two-bedroom brick
garage, paved driveway.
ing room, large den, kitchen tioned, Panorama Shores Phone
house.
It's
about
1
year
old
and
A LARGE duplex located near
with lovely green panelling and
GET RID 01
A-28-P
the University. Excellent place has an acre of land. City wa- all the built-ins for luxurious 436-2461..
PESTS
ter,
central
heat and air, carto live plus good income from
living. Two ceramic tiled baths, AVAILABLE Sept. 1st. Threethe other side which is present- peting, and drapes. There is utility, central heat and air and room apartment, private enly leased. Lots of appliances in- also a built-in range and a small large carport on a sloping lot. trance, lady preferred. See at
stock barn. It's priced to sell
cluded.
LIKE NEW, 3-bedroom brick 412 South 6th Street or phone
ROACHES
AN OLDER FRAME home that at only $17,000.
A-28-C
home in Fairview Acres, 5 min- 753-4687.
Carry Germs
needs repair. Located on a beauIMMEDIATE Possession can be utes southeast on New Concord A FURNISHED house located
SPIDERS
tiful wooded lot 100' x 450'.
Hardwocd
floors, on waterfront lot in Panorama
had in this three-bedroom Highway.
Are Poison
See this place atid make us an
brick. It's within walking dis- large living room, family room- Shores. Couple pre/erred. Also
TERMITES
offer.
tance of groceries arid shopping kitchen, built in GE range and for sale, 2 lots in Panorama
Eat Your Home
UNDER construction, a well decenter. Has air conditioning ,oven, large ceramic bath and Shores. Gall 753-6779 and ask
signed interior and exterior 3.
carpeting and hardwood floors, one-half, electric heat, utility, for Sonny or call 753-4487 at
Locally owned and operatbedroom brick with 2 large
carport, double paved drive carport and storage, on 128'
A-28-C ed for 20 years. We can be
ter 5:30 p. m.
baths, fireplace in the family and
lot.
country
This
236'
is a
home
a transferable loan.
reached 24 hours a day.
room, built-in appliances in the
INCOME PROPERTY. This with city conveniences where 2-BEDROOM garage apartment
kitchen, double garage plus a newly
Call Today For
redecorated duplex would you are not crowded in and the ground floor, electric heat, can
storage area, and a blacktop
Inapoction
give you a place to live plus a price is most attractive. Avail- be seen at 506 S. 8th Street
driveway included. This home good income.
Plume 753-3114
A-28-C
Each side has am- able immediately, with deed. Telephone 753-5519.
is bargain priced at $27,000.
Member Chamber of
ple storage, private baths, kit- 3-BEDROOM frame home, So.
You may select your own color
BUILDING for automtive work,
Commerce and Builders
chens, living rooms, one side 4th Extended, on large lot,
electric operated doors, air
scheme.
Association. LC13-195
has one bedroom the other has zoned commercial. It has livcompressor, hot water, excelLOCATED near the Qty Park, two.
It's a real bargain at only ing room, kitchen-dining room,
a 2-story, 4-bedroom brick velarge utility, nice bath, gas lent lighting, in good location
$11,250.
A-28-C
neer with formal dining room,
floor furnace, large basement Phone 753-3018.
recreation room in the baseJUST LISTED, spacious 4-bed with 4 rooms and garage. Un- NEW LARGE three-bedroom
ment. Choice lot with large
room brick. Has built in appli- used lot area is good location brick duplex with extra Large
trees.
ances in kitchen, central heat for shop or other business.
master bedroom. In Robertson
INCOME PROPERTY: A 9-mom
and air,- two full baths, utility 3-BEDROOM frame home, 5th School district. Central heat
frame house with 5 bedrooms,
Phone 7534914
and Calloway, in Hazel. Has
3 baths. Located near the Cain- room, family room with fire- living room, dining room, kit- and air. Gold carpet throughplace, large living room, enA-29-C
out. Phone 753-8202.
pus and presently leased for
Locotod I* is Ism St.
chen, bath, utility and garage
try hall, and shady lot.
over $3,000 per year. Large
NEAR SCHOOLS. This three on nice lot with lots of shrub- LARGE PRIVATE lot in cowlIt MS-C
wooded lot
try to park trailer home. Room
bedroom brick house is within bery and trees. Price $9500.
INCOME PROPERTY: Large
2
-BEDROOM
for
home
two.
sewerage,
in
Water,
and
Lynn
walking distance of both elehouse located on North 16th.,
mentary schools and univer- Grove, with living room, kitch- lights furnished. $15.00 per
SERVICES OFFERED
across from the University. The
A-29-C
sity. It has a fireplace in liv- en, bath, lots of closets and stor- month. Call 436-2323.
house has a good heating syage,
on
large
lot
with
trees.
PROFESSIONAL
ing room, two baths, utility,
residential
LARGE TRAILER on Kentucky
stem and is in a good state of
painting. Brush, roll, spray. Refcarport, large recreation room, Extras included are automatic Lake. Phone 436-2323.
A-29-C
repair. This property could easerences. Free estimates. Phone
built in Tappan appliances and washer, air-conditioner and TV
ily be converted into a tri-plex
central heat and air. It's a real antenna. This is a good home SMALL apartment for working 753-3486.
Sept.-16-C
and its large corner lot offers
at a good price.
bargain.
man only. Available Sep! 1
ample parking space for rent
45
ACRES,
4 miles west of Call 753-7506.
EXTRA INCOME. This two-bedA-3C
room brick hoiaae has been re- Crossland, turn north at Browns
STAGNER
EXCEPTIONAL lake cabin cently
redecorated and has a mail box, 1/4 mile. 30 acres FURNIt-IED apartment fur two
located in Panorama Shores
large living room, kitchen and cleared with 20 acres in perm- college boys. Call 753-3143.
CONST.
CO.
Excellent deolgn, full size baseA-30-C
dining area, The attractive part anent pasture. Our sign on proment, very nice and air condiTroy, Tennessee
is the completely seperate a- perty. Priced only $3850.
TWO-BEDROOM
house, 521
tioned, wooded lot. Contains
partrnent which is rented out 2-BEDROOM HOME, Callow-ay South 13th Street,
1520 sq. ft. of floor space and
gas heat.
Land Clearing and
arid brings in a good income. Street in Hazel, living r o o m, $80.00 per month.
is priced at only $11,800.
Telephone
A permit to build more units kitchen and bath. Has electric 753-3018.
WE HAVE many excellent
A-30-C
Excavation
can be had and the lot is plen- heat and includes TV antenna.
building lots in desirable locaty large to take care of them. Priced only $5500.
TWO-BEDROOM
air-conditioned
Phone
1-901-932-3112
tions; several are wooded. Come
It's within walking distance of TO BUY Real Estate, see us. trailer. Private lot, two miles
Charleston, Mo.
by our office at 502 Maple or
To sell Real Estate, list with us. out. City water furnished
COATS and dresses, girls, sizes
M. S. U.
$55 00
EVENING FREE??? No experUNIVERSITY PARK, Re.
call us at any time to discuss
Phone 1-314-683-6141
FULTON YOUNG Realty. 4th month or sell for $800.00 Call
8 and 10. Girl Scout uniform,
ience
needed
to
earn
(UPI)
- Elderly homemakers,
23%
comyour Real Estate needs. We apand
Maple
Streets. Office phone 753-6572.
s6p size 8. Excellent condition. Call
JUST LISTED a nice 3-bedroom
A -30-C
mission demonstrating toys. No and others too,_ may find a real
preciate your business.
753-7425.
brick on Calloway Avenue one 753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
A-29-C Investment
Car
necessary. convenience in a shelf
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance block
from college campus. Has Young 753-4946, R. B. Patter- 2-BEDROOM trailer, on private
BOAT, motor, and trailer, one Write Toy Ladies Party Plan; well-stocked with canned foods.
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
son
lot.
Electric
436-5697,
heat
and
air-conIshmael
Stinson
wall-to-wall
carpet,
electric
year old. Call 753-8815. A-29-C Johnstown, Ps- 13E01
Kentucky,
Phone
Mrs. Ruth J. Buck, extension
753-4342; heat, storm windows and doors, 753-1534.
A-29-C ditihing, couple only Call 753H-A-28-P foods and nutrition specialist at
Home phones: Donald R. Tuck6311.
A-30-C
paneled family room, possession
EIGHT WEEK OLD puppies,
er, 753-5020; Bobby G. Grogan, with
TWO-BEDROOM brick home,
deed $18,000.
three quarter Collie, one quar- A NEW YOU? Try it on for the Pennsylvania State
3
-BEDROOM
unfurnished
753-4078; W. Paul Dailey, Jr., ALSO
house,
or
to
No
Large
Smalf
Jobs
air
conditioned,
electric heat,
just listed is sonic lots
ter Shepherd, sire and dam size: a busineu of your own, University, notes that canned
107 So. 15th. Call 753-3456 be
753-8702.
to be Appreciated
A-30-C for multi-units 2 or 4 units
automatic
dish
washer,
large
both working stock dogs and In your own community, on vegetables, meats and soups are
lofore 5:00 p. m., 753-5402.
Free Estimates
cated 2 blocks from University. carport and utility room, sitgreat
pets. $8.00 and $10.00. your own time, for an income convenience foods that save time
A-30-C
97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east We have lots of nice
Contact:
of your own. And the beauty in labor and preparation.
building ting on extra large lot with
Phone 753-5107 or 753-5117.
of Murray near Liberty Church lots from $2500.00 up
When selecting, Mrs. Buck
and glamour of Avon Cosmetall with city water. Located approxiA-29-P
with 3-bedroom house, bath city water and
mately five files from Murray
sewerage.
ics- Rest'? Cell Or write Mrs. advises, buy the can size that fits
with running water, partly fin- CHECK WITH US for
1968 350 HONDA. Can see at Evelyn L. Brown, Shady Grove your needs. While larger cans are
all your on Highway 121. Call 753-6662.
NOTICE
ished. Also a basement seperate Real Estate needs. Call
H & H Small Engine Service, Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, Phone often more economical, they cah
A-30-C
Hoyt or
with living quarters. Farm is Ray Roberts at
Lynn Grove, phone 435-5701 965-3363.
be costlier if not all the food is
ELECTROLUX SALTSê Ser- Defween 5:00 a. in. and
753-1651.
fenced and running spring waafter five p. no
A-29-C
H-A-29-C eaten.
A-29-C BY OWNER - three-bedroom vice, Box 213 Murray, KY., C.
500
o.
in.
ter. Sale price $16,000.00.
brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Cans should be stored in a
LITTLE GIRLS clothes, sizes
ONE ACRE commercial lot with
large lot. All electric, central 1411111v111A KY.
cool,
dry place. After they, have
Sept.
-17-C
ALTERATION
lady
needed
at
3 and 4. Call 7534439. A-30-C
antique frame building on Hwy.
air and heat. Keeneland SubCARPET LAID, 8 years experMurray Tailor Shop for part been opened, they should be
68 across from the Holiday
division. $24,000.00 Phone 753ience. All work guaranteed FOUR YEAR OLD Pony, brok- time work. No phone calls. Lo- refrigerated with a tight-fitting
Restaurant in Aurora, Ky. PricREGISTER NOW to r dance
7525.
Edna
Knight
Talks
Ed Bagwell 762-4785 af- en, gentle. Call 753-7201.
Phone
About
Sept.
13-C
cated under Dale & Stubble- cover.
ed to sell, $18,500.00.
classes. Lyndia Cochran Dance
To prepare a canned
Dividends
Sept.-26C
A-29-P
ter 5:00 p. m.
cottage
TWO-BEDROOM
in
A-30-C field Drug Store.
FOR SALE OR LEASE: Three- Studio. Phone 753-4647
vegetable, pour off liquid into a
Kenianna Shores, lot size 75' INVEST IN REAL ESTAT
bedroom brick. Three miles
Sept.-6C
COLUMBIA STEREO, console, saucepan and boil down the
GRAPES FOR SALE. Phone
x 200'. Price $6600.00.
from city. Phone 753-7191 or
Walnut cabinet, AM-FM radio, liquid until about half of it is
753-5886.
WE HAVE all types and sizes
write P. 0. Box 64, Murray.
FOR LEASE
$100.00. Call 753-2443 or 753- left. Add the vegetable and heat
of building lots in SW of MurS-2-C INVITATION Ti) BID: Bids will
1715.
A-30-C quickly. Save the liquid if you
be received until August 28, DUPLEX aparrnents. For cou- TWO 50 CC Motorcycles. Both
ray in the city school district,
excellent
in
condition.
Extras
1969 for a duplex pumping unit ples only. Call 753-8067.
sewer and water, price $2000
LADY TO DO domestic work do not serve it with the
BY OWNER: House in Kirksey for operations building at Sew$12.5 each. Call 753-6783.
from two to five p. m., four vegetables.
to $4000.00.
A-29-P
with extra lot with good drive- er Plant. Specifications and
A-30-C days
inALSO HAVE building lots in
a week Must be able to
way, good well. Priced to sell. formation
may be obtained by
beautiful Panorama Shores,
CHICAGO (UPI) - The CARPETS and life too can be drive car. Call 753-1742 after
Phone 753-7463.
A-28-C writing Murray Water and Sewprice ranging from $750.00 to
A-30-P For Burger fans
motorist was quite candid when beautiful if you use Blue Lus- five p. m.
er System, P. 0. Box 6, MurQuick mushroom burgers are
$2000.00.
sent a check to pay foi two tre. Rent electric shampooer
he
ray, Kentucky, 42071.
seasoned
FOR RENT: nice 2-bedroom
with packaged beef
Western
Store,
$1.
Auto
Home
Kentucky Lake
offenses.
meter
parking
The Mayor and Council rehome completely furnished,
flavor mushroom mix. Combine
Losthorwood Dsvslopm.nt
Judge Wall Clark, of of "The Wishing Well". A-30-C
wrote
He
WANTED
TO RENT
electric beat and air condition
2 pounds of ground beef with 1
150 ACRES. Owners have other serves the right to reject any the Missoula, Mont., police
ing, double garage, $100.00 per
/
4-ounce) envelope of the mix,
interest and will make very lib- or all bids. Accepted bids are court, "This check covers 1965 NINETEEN FOOT Dun- MSU FACULTY member, de- (11
speedboat,
phy
Mere-Cruiser. sires to rent
month at Panorama Shores.
eral terms or contract agree- also subject to approval by our payment of two tickets, one of
furnished house, '42 cup of water, and 14 cup of
Inboard-outboard. Fully equip- Murray
Couples only
ment. This project needs a Engineers and Federal Water
or vicinity. Call 762- chopped onion. Shape into 8
1TC Nov. 10 and one for Nov. 12, ped. New motor. Perfect condi- 4788.
FOR ALL your Real Estate
pusher. A great chance to have Pollution Control
A-30-C patties. Grill or broil until done.
Thank you." tion. Call 753-6565.
ate.
son
my
which
S
.
A-30needs call or see FREEMAN
your own lake Subdivision. 42JOHNSON, Southside Shopping
lots already sold. Call or write,
Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 753- One block from M . S . U. T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
Lil' Abner
8-5-C Building has three apart2731.
Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37215
ments with income of $235.00 (297-6548).
S-3-C
BY OWNER. Three bedroom
monthly. Good investment at
AH-00Fil- TRIED
brick home with carport, large
TO -04.104g- BE
den and kitchen combination, $15,500.00.
AS DI RT`l
.
VC)
two ceramic tile baths. Central Apartment complex. with six
FOR SALE OR LEASE
heat and air-conditioning. Pos- units. Five of these are furW-WAS,McGOON!!
session immediately. 753-8025 nished. Income is $575. per
FOR SALE OR LEASE: With
or 753-2731.
S-9-C month. You can live in one
option to buy three-bedroom
apartment and others will brick, central heat and air, loTHREE-BEDROOM house with
off your mortgage.
pay
cated in Circarama. Guy Spann
two baths, den, central heat
For the best return on your Real Estate, Phone 753-7724 or
‘1,
and air. Phone 753-3043.
investment, call your real 753-8109.
A-28-C
H-A 30 C
estate broker. WILSON
COMPANY. across
FARM, 116 acres on Blood Riv: REALTY
from post office. Phone 753WANTED TO BUT
er Road with remodeled home,
3263 Wayne 753 5086, Edna
tenant house, outhu.:d.ngs, two
WANTED: Issues of August 6,
753 4910. Bill 7 5 3 5 6 5 7 or 1969 of
everlasting wells, on black top
the Ledger & Times.
road. mail, school, and milk
a30c Please
Charles 753 4805
bring by the office at
routes. A. B. Dodson, phone
103 No. 4th St.
TENC
436-2245.
A-30-C

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.

$1675

AUTOS FOR SALO

ANTIQUE white bedroom 9uite
in excellent shape. Solid oak '67 CAMERO convertible, 4library table. Matching bowl speed, light blue, local car.
and pitcher. Cordial set, wicker See at Ky. Lake Oil Co. Call
chair and odd chair. Phone 753-1323.
A-38-P
BOAT AND MOTOR, 14 ft Lone 753-5437.
A-30-P
Star fiberglass boat, 1962 ten
1965 DODGE pickup, 383 V4,
HP Johnson motor. Price $200 automatic transmission. Phone
00. See at 104 N. 13th or call
438-2198.
Large
753-7498 or 753-4734 after six
FLAT STEEL bed truck with
A-29-C
p. in.
Business
steel runners, grain sides, 16TREAT rugs right, they'll be a
foot length. Very good condiBuilding
delight if cleaned with Blue
tion. Call 753-5452.
A-20-C
with
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Parking
Lot
1936
FORD two-ton truck with
$1. Big K.
A-30-C
grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
For Sale
CIDER made from handpicked
or
1961 FALCON, 4-door, standworm free Starks golden delicard transmission, $200.00. Reel
ious apples. There is a differLease
clean. Call 753-5375.
A-30-C
ence. Call 489-2107 to reserve
Located in Paris. Tenn.,
yours, Truman Turner in Coldnext to Commercial
water if no answer call nights.
Bank on East Wood St.
A-28-C
Call 753-5116
354 MONTH old, AKC Silver
Murray, Ky.
Poodle pup, female, champion
blood lines. $125.00. Shots and
trimmed. Call 753-4974. A-28-C
1411, WAISTED
SET OF BARBELLS. 1 Western Style .22 pistol and holster, SOMEONE to stay with elder1 new set Book of Knowledge. ly lady. Do light house work,
Call 753-8787.
A-28-P room and board plus salary.
A-28-C
Phone 753-3608.
CLEARANCE SALE on '69 moEach child using a bicycle for
dels of mowers and tractors. WANTED: Experienced paintWe have already been notified ers. Steady work. Good pay, in- transportation to and from schthat you can expect to pay surance furnished. For further ool, visiting friends or paper
carriers should know the RULES.
more for the 1970 models. So information dial 753-5287.
After you've developed your
while the low prices on the
S-2-C
riding skill on off-the-street are'69 models last you can save
many dollars on the new '69 EXPERIENCED waitresses, as, and have completed your solo
mowers that you will need next cooks and salad makers. Full flight you're ready to "hit the
year. Seaford's Lawn and Gar- time and partime. Must be neat, open road.': Just remember that
den Equipment.
A-28-C efficient and able to furnish as a cycle pilot you must obey
good references. Apply in per- the same laws as motorists.
RUMMAGE SALE, Friday, Aug. son Colonial House SmorgasTake a pledge to follow these
29, 1969, 9 to 4, 915 N. 16th., bord, Highway 641 North.
common
sense rules:
Street, baby furniture, ladies
A-30-C
I. Learn and obey all traffic
and ehildrens clothes. Miscelregulations.
laneous items.
A-28-C WANTED: The Palace Drive-In
2. Keep your bicycle under conis open 24 hours each day. We
BASSETT PUPPIES, AKC 're- have some full time jobs avail- trol - no weaving or stunting.
gistered, eight weeks old. Fe- able on the slay shift, evening
3. Ride on right side of the
males $35.00, Males $45.00. Can shift and night shift. Apply in street - move with traffic and
be seen at 805 Vine Street or person only. Palace Drive-In at stay close to curb.
phone 753-5110.
A-28-P Five Points.
4. Give proper hand signals'
A-28-C
when turning or stopping.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Freezer,
5. Don't carry riders. They
excellent condition, $95.00. Call
block your vision and throw you
753-784e or 753-1409.
A-28-C
off balance.
NELSON Stud Driver (Gun).
6, Come to a -lull stop at stop
Drives nails into concrete and
signs and red traffic lights.
Our Manufacturing Plant,
steel. Practically new, used very
7. Stop, look and listen before
little. Good supply of ammunilocated in Cadiz. Ky., has
entering street from sidewalk,
tion and nails. Waldrop Saw
several permanent opendriveway or alley.
& Lock Shop. Phone 753-6233.
8. Never hitch onto moving
ings for production workA-28-C
vehicles - a "free" ride may
ers willing to work any
end up at the hospital.
shift.
CHROME DINETTE Set, 2 elec9, Avoid riding after dark.
tric wall heaters, metal utility
If interested, please conIf you must, wear something
cabinet, room divider. wood' 3
tact the personnel office,
-white and turn on lights;
section, 1 wood table. 1 antique
Cadiz Spring Products
10. Slow down at intersections.
ice box. Phone 436-2289. TFNC
Division
Get off and walk bike across
Hoover Ball and Bearing
TWO RIDING horses, horse
busy streets.
Company
trailer and saddle. Call 4892963.
Cadiz, Kentucky
A-29-C
An Equal Opportunity
SPEED QUEEN washing maEmployer
A-30-C
chine, wringer type, with bench. Good condition. Call 7533308.
A-29-C

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

14
spe
,
ti
z

FOR SALE

14-FOOT Speedboat, skiis and 14ITTLE GIRLS clothes thru
life jackets included. Excellent size 7 and little boys clothes
condition. Phone 753-1226.
thru size 5. Call 753-24T7.
A-28-C
A-30-C

Real Estate For Salo

9(,`I
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Bicycle Rules
Stressed As
School Opens

$2475
ry air.

$1375
power.

num

._ $375

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

FACTORY WORK

$2275
speed.

$1275
-$475
(
$11

. $1375
, truck
$1775
New
$1175

OU•

I

1

Canned Foods
Suit Elderly

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

_ $275
iwner,

$177

$3875
l out.
$1275
$1375
$1175
Ken$1675
$1575

$1475
ictory

I

by Al Capp

.‘ okiosm""
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THE LEDGER

SAIGON SAYS
ONE WEEK OF
NEW UPSURGE
COST ENEMY
3,7911 KILLED

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

COPTER CRASH WEST
OF TAM KY KILLS
EIGHT AMERICANS
INCLUDING A NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHER 230
CORRESPONDENT
KILLED IN VIETNAM

VINH

QJ
p 90
SNOW WHITE
CEPACOL MASTER-KO
HOUSE PAINT
COMING SOON

U.S, COPTER HIT
HUE
BY RED FIRE AT
AN KHE FALLS ON
DA HANG
AMERICAN TROOPS,
KILLING THREE,
TAM KY
CREW UNSCATHED
EN NET
OUANG NGAI
U.S TANK ACCIDENTALLY
AN KHE
FIRES INTO OWN FORCES
DURING RED ATTACK NEAR
OUI NHON
OUAN LOT KILLING NINE
PLEIKL1

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

AMBOD1A e<> /NHA

TRANG
*CAM RANH

OtIAN 1.01
Safi HOA
•

FIRST NORTH VIETNAM
REGULARS—REGIMENT
OF 2.000-1-IN DELTA

Made With White Lead, Zinc Titanium,

NO ONE ON GUARD
IN SLEEPING SOUTH
VIET CAMP 65 MILES
SOUTHWEST SAIGON,
GUERRILLAS POUNCE
AND KILL EIGHT

aZiTt70

14-0z. Bottle

1

Reg.

Linseed Oir for Long Wear

$1.19

*Ready To Use

g. $2.99

$1.99

$4.05 $1
Value

WHITE FLYER
CLAY TARGETS

98

ULTRA BRITE
TOOTH PASTE

66c

6

Ultra brite

PRINTS

BARGAIN TABLE

VO5

OR

One Table, Buttons,
Belts, Buckles, ETC

SHAMPOO
Regular, Dry, Frequent
15-0z.
Reg. $1.89
Save $1.01

88c

99' 4(r(
4(
,
1/2

ZIPPERS

KING-JUMBO SIZE TV
- -TRAY TABLES

GET SET
HAIR SPRAY
Regular, Hard To Hold
13-0i. Can
Reg. 98c

GILLETTE
SOFT & DRY

•ATTRACTIVE POLYNESIAN DESIGN

Reg. $1.29

STEEL

44C

Anti-Perspirant
DEODORANT

81c

Reg. $1.98

Reg. $1.35 69C
5-0z.

GLIDE-A-MATIC

UTILITY TABLE

HARDWOOD FOLDING TABLES

with

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
ouflet

WALNUT
OR
AVOCADO
GRAIN
FINISH
SLIDES
041N AND

ON

311" high

*
*
*
*

16111111111111111E1111111111111
riA11111111111E"

BRASS LEGS

eator2

DRIVEWAY
REFLECTORS

LONG LASTING
EXTRA STRONG
GALVANIZED
%" TUBING

•

WW(KCAOS.0

with 3
sturdy shelves. 3way electrical
socket. 15" x 20"
top. Rolls easily
on casters. White,
yellow or red.

GLIDE BAR

Pat No 3,031,243

II

II

III

1111111M11111111M1111111111111

•
•
•
•

INDIVIDUAL SET 15- a 21"
Hardwood tops-stain, alcohol mar resistant
Folds compactly- smartly edged with elevated brass trim
Lustre brass 5/8" legs

20

UNCLE JEFF SPECIAL

r111111111111%11111111411111111
lall11111111MiiiIIIIMR11111111
*

Reg. $4.98

$347

Fe9 •

$2.29

THESE ARE DOUBLE-FACED
RED REFLECTORS!
•
CT5

Reg. 98c

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

******_*,**********

14.4

,
ew4 ken"

$231

Favorite 45" Width

Family Size 6.75-Oz.—Reg. $1.09

28

ii111111105° 111111.111f4111111
1/1111110111111111111INNIIIIII
29

WESTERN

Case of 135

DECORATIVE COLORFUL
STE-BASKETS

CVO MB POONA
=vino ROU000
121U OMN0000 OU
00 IMMO MOO
01400 ENIUU MOP
GMOUP MOO 00
POMO UUOU
Me MORO DOOM
ORM 0O00 BOOM
0000 UMOU MU
0000MUO 00
NOUNWU 0000NU
00000 00 1000

DOWN
1 -Priest's
vestment
2 tine Of
Portuguese
currency
3 Parsird

•

Bottle of 100 Plus 24 Free

KNITTING YARN

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

42-Harvest
43 Liberate
44 Precious stone
45 Guido's
high note
46-Proposition
47 Silkworm
48 Mournful
51 A state (abbr.)

Gal.

Chewable
VITAMINS

MUM RUNN 1111111111111111111111111100

31 Smaller amount
32-Man's
nickname
35 Realm
36 Obese
37 Part of ship
39 Broader
40-Hawaiian
wreath

WALL PAINT

L Alarr

UNICAP

100% Virgin Wool
4 Ply- 4 Ounce
Moth Proof
Washable Colors

Reg. $1.09 Value

64c

PANT

s4(

Per Gal.

NOW

—Those who attend school
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Educators are on the warpath are plagued by language barriers,
over the quality of schooling isolation, alienation, and loss of
pride. (Schools emphasize the
given American Indians.
Predominant
white culture and
Education
National
The
Association (NEA)by resolution ignore or underplay the values of
at its annual convention, called the Indian heritage.)
"The problem is all study and
for revamping the entire system
for educating the nation's no progress," says Sparlin
173,000 Indians of school age. Norwood, a Cherokee classroom
The system under fire teacher from Oklahoma and
includes a network of public and NEA special education
federal schools in at least 20 consultant.
"For years the Indians have
states. Although public schools
are open to all and some reacted passively to the constant
118,000 Indians attend them, vacillation in federal Indian
about 55,000 youths who live policy, but now they are getting
too far from bus transportation more aggressive, particularly the
or who become "social referrals" youth."
According to Samuel B.
must attend the federal schools.
"Social referrals" is Ethridge, head of NEA's Center
govern mentese for anything for Human Relations, "the
ranging from bilingual difficulty system is controlled from the
to serious emotional problems. top in Washington; the Indian
The federal schools include has no voice in his own affairs."
day schools, often in remote
All requests must trawlt
places on the reservation, and through the elusive channels of
boarding schools.
the bureaucracy before any
The total spent by all federal decision is reached.
agencies involved nears the $200
"Even a request for a tape
million mark each year.
recorder or microscope gets
Despite the financial input, enmeshed in layers of authority
statistics indicate the schools.
, and federal budget requests,"
neither federal nor locally said Norwood.
controlled public ones, are doing
a very good job. The NEA shows
this picture of the 600,000 Fruit Cake for Summer
Use fresh peaches in an easy
Indians in the nation as proof.
—Unemployment is nearly 40 dessert cake. Place 5 cups of
per cent; 10 times the national sliced fresh peaches in an 8-inch
square baking dish. Add /
1
4 cup
average.
—Fifty per cent of the of firmly packed brown sugar
children (double the national and 1 tablespoon of lemon juice
to topping from 1 (10'4ounce)
average) are dropouts.
—Literacy rates are the lowest package of coffee cake mix.
in the nation; poverty and Sprinkle over peaches. Bake in
preheated 375-degree oven 15
sickness rates, the highest.
—Thousands who migrate to minutes. Prepare coffee cake
the cities find themselves batter as label directs; spread
untrained for jobs and over peaches. Sprinkle with 1
tablespoon of granulated sugar.
unprepared for urban life.
—Ten per cent of those over Bake in Preheated 375-degree
14 never went to school; 60 per1 oven 30 to 35 minutes. Serve
cent have less than an eighth warm with cream or ice cream.
Makes 6 servings.
grade education.

4 Merriment
5-Ventilate
6-Preposition
7-Country of Asia
8-Cut
9-Cured
10 Skill
11-Golf
mound
16-Small child
18 Kind of
foot race
20 Once around
track
21-Wool bearing
animal
22 Danger
23-Shallow
vessel
25 Eskimo
26 River in
France
28-Title of respect
29-Young boy

..4011111111110.6.0090k

LAILA

Indian schools
draw criticism

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

9 a. m. - 9 p. m.1111
12:30 to 6:30 p. m.*

_

MOUTH WASH

NEW PRIME MINISTER
A GENERAL, SOLIDIFIES
MILITARY IN SAIGON

'4SAIGON

•

PHARMACY

11P174 111-2PFT•II1i "_T

HAIPHONG

• NG
HOI

I-Limb
4-Profits
9-Chapeau
12-Sign of
zodiac
13-Kind of fabric
14-Before
15-Tart
1743uccaneer
19-Garden tool
10-.Part of iacket
21-Barracuda
23-Crony
(colloq.)
24-FAesdows
27-Pronoun
28 Weaken
29 Dipper
30 Teutonic deity
3I-Fish limb
32 Periodof time
33-East Indies
(abbr.)
34-Downy duck
36-Novelty
37-Hurry
38-Farm
implement
39-Pale
,
40-Musical
instrument
41-Earn
43-Gave Food to
44-Outfitted
46-Newly married
women
49-Man's name
SO Eagles nest
52 Period of
time
53.Male
54I-St1I-esteern
55-Free of

AUGUST 28, l869

.NEW DISCOUNT

Wawa.,

HANOI

N HOA

FLOOD THREAT IN RED RIVER
DELTA RICE BOWL HANOI
DECLARES AN EMERGENCY

ACROSS

THURSDAY

ROUNDUP
•
NANNING

LAOS

SOUTH
VIETNAM

—

Vietnam

CHINA

NORTH
VIETNAM

7RABANG
LUANG•

TIMES

*******************************************************

NUNN IN G

.

&

57c

g

AUGUST 28 1969
."*AtAlti(

1111

11 11

SUPPLEMENT TO
LEDGER & TIMES
WED., AUG. 6, 1969

WALGREEN AGENCY COUPON

50C Pack of 10

I

SCOTT DRUG

LEAD PENCILS
with

COMPLETE SCHOOL HEADQUARTERS

#2 lead

Without Coupon SU

547 FN

WALGREEN AGENCY COUPON

_

9 p.
24
, 2
.
1=4(

1.

AGENCY

X
AIIIf

Spray Deodorant
5.8 oz. nt. Limit 1

sit

1ETS

99'
1/2

)0

rnik
ea.

.PAITY

Tasty Nit flavor

Mil 1.41

Bottle
of 60

COMM*
Olt OKA
I RIM r WOOD

rd

$1.39 Pk. of 4 Reels

KRAFT
BOARD
STORAGE CHEST
Great for home
or school
*
4(

•

FACED
S!

•

r*****

Draw-With-Me-Pad

RING BINDER

Includes 4 step-by-step
drawing lessons. Plus 120
sheets of practice paper.

$1.89
Seller

VAY
'ORS

$1.69 Dennis the Menace

Recording Tape

29t Bx. 16

CRAYOLA
CRAYONS
Non-toxic
Limit 2
BRILLIANT
COLORS
I & POT&

117

25x13-1x111"

87C Value

BIC
School Specia
2 • 194 liallpees PLUS
1 - 494 extra floe polat pee.

"SPECIAL"
at 4(
4
NOW

$1.29 Value

$19.95
Value

Aiwa TAPE RECORDER
Includes microphone, earphone, batteries, tape, reels.

3

CANTRECE *
NYLONS
Non -sag fit. A-B-C
sizes in 2 lovely
shades.
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WALGREEN AGENC

KUNMIN

19c
Value

25c
Value

Selfgusseted

Color
choice

()UPON

294 Roll /
2"x1000"
1

SAIGON SAYS
ONE WEEK OF
NEW UPSURGE
COST ENEMY
3,79111 KILLED

CELLOPHANE TAPE
With
dispeaser

Coupon veld at sale's sod

Limit 2
FLOOD THREAT IN kEl
DELTA RICE BOWL, If
DECLARES AN EMERG

17,

Twin Pocket
PORTFOLIO

Portfolio
Cover

Without Cospos 294

$3.33 Model
With meridian line aid
time dial

CREW

11'2" tall
9" diameter.
Metal

$2.49
Value

2 or 3
ring

Filled

BULLETIN
BOARD School Ensemble

SOUTH
VIETNAM:

Ring Binder $1.19 Ring Binder
3 ring
Canvas

With dividers,
pencil pouch,
paper, dictionary

India,
draw

FASTENER
COVER

Myer

73'

$1.19 Value

39c Pk. of 5

LIN BINDER

3 RING BINDER

linos ockets/Dividers
Binders

Vinyl cover

For Ring

Fits 2, 3 or 5 hole
46
paper.
Color
choice.

98c Sizes

29C Value

Theme or Subject
NOTEBOOKS

Clear Cover
Theme Folder

or 4 subject
dividers.
101-2 x 8" or 8 x 11"

3

3 fasteners.
2x11." Colors.
/
81

2°R

35'

ea.

79c

STENO NOTEBOOK9"

Psychedelic "wet look" vinyl

72 wide riled sheets, 6 x

With 5 hole puck to
fit all biaders.

72
x8"
2sheets,5
/
_101

39C Pk. of 4

79c Pk. of 3

School Book Cover
size

SOK-IT-DELIC

98c Pk.

WEIN Tvl

Coloray

etsjar
1!
;4014
7vrte gfev
OV

COLORED
PENCILS

4 Li
5 Vi
6P
7C
8-C
9-0

In clear plastic pouch

1-14
iR

ICS

12 extra
brilliast colors.

(

Plastic coated, 12 x 20"

Poster/Book Covers

With inch and
millimeter scales.

2 x 22"
1
13/
Bright colors •
Waterproof

Assorted
desigas.

•

59C Size

ELMER'S
SCHOOL
GLUE

$1.98
Set
14 odorless
non-toxic,
washable colors

0110
.••••••1•••••
- .•••••

— Pop,n Op
Water Color 144

q El MERS

SCHOOL
GLUE A

Launders
out in soap
& water. 4 oz.

77;:mr.
.Idh,
wo
LAUNDERS
IN SOAP& WATER

Markers
.1

um

NO NAIONNA

3C

59' Bx. 10 Sunset

PENCIL
CRAYONS
10 bi-color pencils in
a slide - tray box.

4C

Over

26'
5

12"WOOD RULER

SID

Composition Book

39( Value

We regret we cannot guarantee availability of
items. Right reserved to limit quantities, subject
to applicable laws. Reproduction of all or any
portion is prohibited without our written consent.

CROSSWORI

18-K
ft
200
tr
21-*
ai
22-0
23-9
us
25 E
26 R
Ft
28T
29-Y1

HOLDER
FOLDER

$1.29
Value

$2.88 Size
"Cork"

ACROSS

"Sal?

)MORE SCHOOL

WORLD GLOBE

US TANK ACCIDENT.
FIRES INTO OWN FO
DURING RED ATTACK
OUAN LOI, KILLING I

1 Limb
4-Profits
9-Chapeau
12-Sign of
zodiac
13-Kind of fabric
14,Before
15-Tart
1743uccaneer
19-Garden tool
-Part of jacket
.20
21-Barracuda
23-Crony
(tonal )
24 Meadows
27-Pronoun
28 Weaken
29-Dapper
30 Teutonic deity
31 Fish limb
32 Period of time
33-East Indies
(abbr )
34 Downy dock
36 Novetty
37-Hurry
38-Farm
implement
39-Pale
40-Musical
Instrument
41-Earn
43-Gave food to
44-Outfitted
46 Newly married
women
49-Man's name
50-Eagle•s nest
52 Perod or
time
53 Male
5.4 Sell esteem
55 Free or

8 lig pockets
Looseleaf
styles ts.

IMES

VVALGREEN AGENCY COUPON

US C
BY RE
AN KM
AMERIC

WASHINGTON
Educators are on t
over the quality o
given American Indik
The National
Association (NEA) b
at its annual conver
for revamping the e
for educating tl
173.400 Indians of
The system
includes a network c
Naeral schools in '—
states. Although pu
are open to all
118,000 Indians al
about 55,000 yout
too far from bus tr
or who become "soc
must attend the fed
"Social ref
governmentese fc
ranging from Whop.
to serious emotion
. The federal sell*
day schools, often
places on the rese
boarding schools.
The total spent t
agencies involved ne
million mark each vi
Despite the fink
statistics indicate
neither federal
controlled public or
a very good lob. Mt
this picture of t
Indians in the natio
—Unemployment
per cent; 10 times
average.
—Flfty per ce
children (double 1
average) are dropout
—Literacy rates a
in the nation; r
sickness rates, the hi
—Thousands whi
the cities find
untrained for
unprepared for urba
—Ten per cent
14 never went to sc
cent have less tha
grade education.

69t Value

SANFORD'S PASTE

21C

with brush

Plastic lar. Snap on lid. 5.1oz.it.

060111.
.

$1.

29c
Pack

et of 8

Water Colors
With camel hair brush

9'77C

DOWN
1 Priest's
vestment
2 Lind of
Portuguese
Cu rrency
3 Parent

Ptge 2

Fl FN

Nail Clipper
'to 13

Rubber Bands 79c Clipboard

IF°354

574

9 x 12"
hardboard

tv1111111A

Valve

19c Values

hig pockets
Looseleaf
ylvhjets.

•

tar-

•

Choice of
12 Luxury flavors.

r•71 .11 'CU

Fleshes

*WS A PUNII

MARKING PEN

Won't clog, skip
Or smear.
Color choice.

MMMMM
v'VALGREEN AGENCY COUPON

MIN

49c Value

BIC Ball Pens

17t

111

WALGREEN AGENCY COUPON

lit

Permanent, fast drying ink.

Without Coupon 494
Limit 2

111111111.WALGRLEN

Coupon veld at sale's end

AGENCY COUPON

CHINN void at sale's auld

At7
$9.47 Value
Super Aytinal

WALGREEN AGENCY COUPON

AIVW

MMMMMM aa.

MMMMM

FRUIT DROPS 3Cea.
or
MINT
S Or 20 For 49t
Limit 20

SPECIALS

+No 1••••TO

Vitamins & Minerals
50 FREE

Mahon

SUPER
AYTINAL
111.1

AI IMAM

111

49t Boxes
YOUR
CHOICE

MI

envelopes' 49

r3t

Personal
45 Business Size or 100

ng Binder

ENVELOPES

•
WIsitiatHAND
ERASER

33,x.

SCRAPBOOK

PENCIL SHARPENER

123

2,11'

COMPASS

A

53

$1.95 Hard Cover

With
oz. bottle

$3.49 Size

$1.00 Value

10K COVERS

• WI

$4.50 Model
"Rally" Strip

SET, 6 pcs

19c Pk. 3's
MITI

Black, Brown, White

66'

66

Canvas style.
Vinyl handles.

•
stunco
coa
Vw.

27c Value

100% nylon. Choice of 4 styles.

29c
Size

'ASTE

4
21

Paints '4"
letters on
tape.

7729C

32 oz.

Page 3

33Combination

1

1*4
shackle

Bx.1000 Refills...23

$1.69 Size

$1.29 Size

Chambly
Milk
Bath

Smooth'n
Gentle
HAIR
SPRAY

9

p

Lock

66

.20 eik

Holds 16 garments.
29" zipper.
52 x 30 x 1314"

.140
4,
0
sain
$1.00 Size
Lord
Briargate

$1.39
Size
'Briurvale

SHAVE
CREAM

Oq

LIME
After Shave

With Protein
Water soluble
t
is

15 oz.
nt. wt.

Garment Bag

:;‘:;•.%

854 Rustless

With 1000 staples

with
Cold Cream

"board

57'

$1.98 Size

r#,a

LABEL MAKER "CUB"
With 3 rolls of tape.
STAPLER

3'

99t

Lord 6-4
Briargate
44/8 ex.

354

Sterident Tooth Brushes • 20

--A

;1.78 Model

7 27 27

Your
choice

Leather case
1 2"
5%x%x2/

1.FM1"0111.

$3.99 Model Astro

21 .0

oruss

A

14" bag

44

33
2

LACES
MANICURE SHOE
18" or 27"

$2.49 Value

UTILITY
Utility Bag BAG

Black expanded vinyl, trimmed
with red/white stripes,
15 x 11 x 8"

With indexes
With lock & key

2 x 9 x 10"
1
12/

44
, UMW

METAL
FILE CASE

75,000 entries - 1000
illustrations. Large,
easy -to-read type

Smooth ball
bearing action.

of 5 designs.

244

Choice

W• :'.'l'I •11
tin
111(IION

Webster Dictionary

COMPASS
DRAWING
gradvation-circles up

ok" vinyl

LUNCH KIT

Latest designs, colors.
041 Contains 28
sheets, 14 lined
envelopes.

Accurate
to 12"circumference.

PO

$3.69 Set
Thermos' Metal

STATIONERY

29C VALUE

2110

66

$1.49 Gift Boxed

PENCIL
POUCH
Continental styling in softchoice.
side Seagram.. Color

Book

Stainless steel
cutting blade.

774 Size

PEDIGREE

Choice of plaid or
"wet look" vinyl.
14" long

•
•
•
•
•
• an•
••

294 Pocket Size

7'

$2.49 Size

School Bags

$1.79 Size

36 sheets.
1214x12%"

98

BOTH
FOR

14/ VAL lit

12
3/
Maim

With purchase of 100
t

vox

ERASER

All

Podded vinyl cover

ER

254 JUMBO
Rub Klee'

'have Lath,

11 oz.
nt.

Spice or menthol

$1.29 Pk. of 3 HANGERS

SKIRTS &
TROUSERS

1338
IN b.

•

supponTER

$1.35
Style

.•••••••

outh's
thletic
upporter

99'

We Have Your

FILLER PAPER
TYPING PAPER
500 Sheet Pack
200 Sheet Pack
COME IN-Our Prices
Are To Low To
Advertise.
Fl FN

yew
Westclox

PAGE TWI

$7.98

$13.88 VALUE

FALLS & WIGLETS

SAIGON S
,__ONE WEEI
NEW U8SU
COST ENE
3 790 (IL

1

I. popelar shades.
100% hymn hair wiglets.

tr"

45 RPM RECORDS

‘‘ 12 /
•
- cr) •

Dunbar Drowse
Eledric Alarm

44

PRABANG
LUANG 0

WALGR.EEN AGENCY COUPON

Soui
In N
Callo

cP
6

99Lighted

Th

United I

dial. White case.

FLOOD THRE4
DELTA RICE
DECLARES A

BIG SAVINGS ON SCHOOL ACCESSORIES
$14.98 Value
Lady Vanity
"Hatbox"

U.S TANK
FIRES INTO
DURING RED
OUAN LCR

$1.29 Value

WIG
STYLING
Hair Dryer STAND

\

Extra fast
Extra quiet.

S(
VIE

Ind,
dra
WASHIN
Educators ai
over the qu
even Americ
The Na
Association
at its annual
for revampin
for educa
173,000 Ind
The sy:
includes a ne
federal scho
states. AMR:
are open
118,000 Inc
about 55,0C
too far Iron
or who beco,
must attend
"Socia
government
ranging frorr_
to serious e
The fede
day schooh
places on t
boarding sch
The total
agencies Me
million mark
Despite I
statistics in,
neither fe
controlled p,
a very good
this picture
Indians in t
-Unempi
per cent; 1(
average.
-Fifty
children (cl,
average) are
-Literacl
in the na
sickness rate
-Thousai
the cities
untrained
unprepared I
-Ten pee
14 never we
cent have I
grade educat

DOWN
R,.est's
vestment
2 Un4 of
Portugues•
cu•rency
3 Parent

77'

33'

2f"

9 volt

$8.95
Model

$6.95
Model

999

-Or AC arrant.
fin tome.

25c
Packs

Legal
Size

99C
Piggy Banks

VACANCYstolen
suits were b
rack. Entree

Attache Case

Choice 0
"Flirtee" or
"Pudgee"

18 x 4 x 12" case.
Cloth lined, letter
file compartment.
Choice of 3 colors.

Scripto
Pen &
Pencil
Specials

()Ionia!
Lamp

Includes
$1.95 Pen & S1.!5 Pencil

19" tall. Choice of
3 Early 399
Americas
colors.

OUR
RICE

File Cards

4"

$2.49

$5.99
Model

66

Choice of ruled
or plain. 3 x 5"
size. Pack 100

"Collegian" model in
molded vinyl. Black
or olive color.
1114 x 11% x 3%".

49c
Script°
Specials
39C Lead
PENCIL It
20t pk.
Lead or

$6.95
Model
HIGH
INTENSITY

98C Pack
Script()

Ball Pen
"Word picker,
"

Marking
Pen

Mrs. Carraw
be a rich so
tory. Thank'.
Ledger Mrs.

That SUM=
in the old
nig. It is init.
groweuglpn,
window and
alley.

FOR SCHOOL
OR HOME
CHOICE
OF
COLORS

YOUR CHOICE

$3.49
Model

A Humming
pears in froi
dow, hovers
Weed, then
Post Oak to
nervous as
ea, then, to
moves off.

77

PHOTO ALBUM
For Instamatic Prints

$9.99 Value
Fostoria

Hot Plate 166

Handy for school or home.
Heatproof handles. Chrome finish

AMII

$1.89
Model

Holds 96 priets in 31/2x31/2" vinyl
pockets. 12"x51/2" wide.
Lovely floral print
satin cover.

STEAM & DRY IRON
Light for ironing ease.
Finger tip heat selector
wash'n wear settings.

266

688

1

Lovelyflui
Antique sh.33
gold

;2.69 Style

8%.12y,"
PN

Utility
Shave Kit
Beautiful grained
vinyl, waterproof
lining. Choice of
black, brown, olive.

The Wasp n
hove our ut
the carport
week. A Dir
ing a series
an old bird
port too.

A young Ka
window will
ir than his
atively arour
ing a step. I
on the vert
we do not k

j

With wail hanger and easel

Two Drag
perfect fa=
apart, move
back yard a:
Their Lig-zal
them throw
trees, but t
mains perfe

Those will al
with new Id

3 it

Vanity Mirror

Seen
Ar

Mrs. Lula C4
old and the
been in her
these years,
has kept be

LAMP

OUR PRICE

2-19c Ball Pens &
49c Fiber Tip Pen

17p!

$3.95 Size

ACROSS

1

Transistor
BATTERY Jade
Portable Ra 10
Operates in batteries

•

CROSS1
1-Limb
4-Profits
Ikehapeau
12-Sign of
zodiac
13-Kind of fabri
14•Before
15-Tart
17-Buccaneer
19-Garden tool
20-Part of Ricker
21-Barracuda
23-Crony
(colloq )
24-Meadows
27- P11700t)n
28 Weaken
29 Dipper
30-Teutonic deil
31-Fish limb
32 Period of tirr
33-East Indies
fabbr
34•Downy duck
36-Novelty
37-Hurry
36•Farm
implement
39-Pale
40-Musical
instrument
41-Earn
43-Gave food So
44.00,41w:I
46 Newly marrit
women
49-Man's name
SO.Esete's nest
52 Period of
time
53-Male
54 Self esteem
55-Free of

$14.95
Model

2 for 49c SELLER

With suction base.

188

4 heat positions.
2 nail dryer positions.
40" flexible hose.

Wig
Styling
Stand -

188

Royal
Crest

By
Amity

$12.95 Set
$5.95 Model
Instant Load
Color Camera Kit Camera Case
& Kodacolor X cartridge
For Instamaticr

Also licludes
Mee's, Ladies' 233
2 batteries
BILLFOLDS
1 flashcube
French Purses

Now, hors's
get. Down f
min is a t
words print
now, but w
there, then
the triangle
for now, the
under the ti
Is read the w
aut laud firs

Holds all models.

44

Plush
lined.

66
Pogo 4

If you road "
that's the w
it. if you rei
Spring-, yoi
Fur some r
icossfines

